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LOSES TIME
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Adm.
Hyman G. Rickover says he
spends so much time trying to
determine whether contractors
are overcharging the government he can't do right by the
nuclear submarine fleet he
helped foster.
Testifying before the House
Banking Committee Saturday,
Rickover sal& "I have dedicated my life to helping keep this
country strong. This sort of
thing prevents me from doing
what I can to keep my country
strong."
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Giants Beat Tigers,
r
Dodgers Wallop Braves 7-0; Braves
Stop Pirates CROSLEY HEM
Mets Edge Sox In 10 Innings In Colt League Tues. CLOSES TONIGHT

roalII

COLT LEAGUE
By VITO STELLING
UPI Sports Writer
Bill Singer, the 26-year-old
Los Angeles Dodger righthain
der, who is recovering from an
attack of hepatitis, made his
third start Tuesday night since
his illness - against the Atlanta,
Braves.
At we end of seven innings,
he hadn't given up a hit and
had allowed only one baserunner on a walk.
"Go, ahead, if they get a hit
I'll take you out," Manager
Walt Alston and as_ he seat
Ringer out for the eighth.
Singer didn't make it tiirougb
the inning because Clete Boyer
singled with two out, but he
wound up getting credit for the
Dodgers' 7-0 victory with relief
help from Pete Mikkelseo, who
pitched the final 1 1-3 innings
and allowed one bit to make it
a two-hitter.
Other NL Action
In other games, the New
York Mets edged Chicago, 12.10, in 10 innings, Montreal
nipped Philadelphia, 2-1. Pin

OFFICIALS DEPART
FROM 111ADMON
IN WIMBLETON
WIMBLEDON, England
(UP!)-. The ladies took over the
84th all England tennis championships Wednesday a day late
after the decision by Britain's
Ann Jones not to defend the
singles tine perseaued oniciaLs
to
for ego a tim e-b000red
tradition.
Debutantes dressed up and
turned up Tuesday, expecting to
see America's Billie Jean King
and Australia's Margaret Court
In action on the second day of
the tournament, traditionally
Ladles Day.
But with Mrs. Jones out,
there was no title defender to
opeo play on the center court in
keeping with tradition and joint
title favorites Mrs. King and
Mrs. Court sat the day out and
watched the seeded giria, who
had eat drawn first round byes,
in action.
All eight women seeds will be
In action today, with Billie Jean
and Mrs. Court expected to win
easy
second-round
contests
against Miss F. Boolean of
Peru and Australian Suzanne
Al.'.
The four women seeds who
did see action Tuesday, Australia's Kerry Melville, America's
Rosemary Canals and Julie
Heldman, and Britain's Virginia
Wade, all had easy wins.
Two of the 16 men's seeds,
Jan Kodes of Czechoslovakia
Otter of the
and
Tom
Netherlands, fell Tuesday in a
day highlighted by a thriller
between America's Arthur Ana
and Nikki Pine of Yugoslavia.
Ashe, seeded third, took two
hours and 45 minutes to wear
down Pill; the tournament's
best unseetied player, 9-7, 11-14,
3
6-4i0fIcs-ei
Wiliti-Wrn before Alex
Metrevell of Russia, who took
the fifth set, 7-5, after they had
been forced to stop play
Monday because of darkness
with the score two sets all, 6-2,
7-5, 34, 3-6.
Bob Hewitt of South Africa,
playing what he described as
one of the best games of his
career, clearly dominated Okker, seeded 11, 6-3, 6-4,6-3.
Rod
champ
Pod
Defending
no
Laver of Australia
trouble advancing to the third
round, nor did the other seeds,
Stan Smith of Pasadena, Calif.,
Clark Graeboer of New York
and Deans Ralston of Bakersfield, Calif.

ra

tsburgh heat St. Louis, 7-2, and
Houston nipped San Diego, 2-1.
The Cubs held a 10-8 lead
with two out in the ninth when
the Mets' Ken Boswell singled
in two runs to tie the game and
send it into extra innings in
the 10th, Duffy Dyer felled
twice to advance Ron Seoboda
with a bunt and then swuog
away on a.,34 pitch and hit his
first homer of the season to win
the game.
After the game the Mets
severed another link with their
past when they sent Ed
Kranepool to the minors and
brought up Ken Singleton, who
was hitting .388 at tidewater of
the international league.
Homers Power Reds
Tony Pere; Hal McRae and
Lee May hit homers to power
the Reds past the Giants
Perez leads the major with ZC
uary Notan went 6 Yea innings
to gain the win.
Bob Robertson's two- run
triple highlighted a five-nun
first inning that carried Pittsburgh past St, Louis. Bob
Moose pitched a nine-hitter to
gain the victory.
Jim Wynn, coming out of a
batting slump, went 3-for-4 and
ack Billingham pitched an
eight-hitter to give Houston its
over San Diego. Wynn
II • • ad and
scored the first run
the game on an error by
ortstop Ron Slercuna in the
venni and then drove in the
• •s' second
run with another
•• ble
in the eighth.
Mary Steatite doubled home
licher Dan McGinn in "is nfth
ening with the deciding run as
* • • eat
nipped Philadelphia.
cGinn
pitched 8 14 innings to
.
.
et the win with Claude Raymond
11
.
0

Gus Gil Pinch-hits Brewers _TO EXEMI'T
To 4.3 Win In Ninth Inning MYERS FROM

OPEN TOURNEYS

Assodatioa.

grab in the first round like ve
By DAVE) MOFFIT
did Pete.
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI)-,The lanky, "Sometimes a player will led
that
tousle-haired young man they you. But usually it's one
call
"Pistol
Pete" faked you didn't think would make
his defender with his shoulder, the grade who improves. Take
jumped and shot- and almost rJoe Caldwell fac instance. A lot
got the basketball shoved dove of people never thought Cann
well would mete it in the pros
his throat.
They were playing a me when he came out of Arizona
three-on-three at the Atlanta State.
Hawks
camp and, "But Joe worked, worked
rookie
for that one moment, unherald- hard, to improve himself. Nov
better than anyed Herb White had blocked the he's bigger and
he'd
fabled Pete Maravidi, greatest one could have figured
scorer in the annals of college be,"
While it's a safe het that
basketball.
Pete" will be on the
"Pistol
Hawks coach Richie GINO;
4tanding with his hands on his Hawks varsity this coming emships on the sideline of the on, Guerin indicated that there's
tartan-covered
high
school little likelihood that be will be
court, watched without com- a starter-at first, anyway.
'We've got some good prosment.
The Hawks, four men short pects in this rookie camp, esafter the expansion draft and pecblly at guard," said Guerin.
the retirement of guerin and "But, I can't see any of them
assistant coach Gene Torrnob- beating out any of our starters
len, are looking at 17 rookies next tall."
Former pro great Dolpb
this week and it's a rather loregone contusion that Maravich Se.hayes, now coach of the new
will be one of the four kept Buffalo team in the expanded
when final cuts are made in the NBA, dropped in on the Hawks'
rookie camp and had a few
fall.
After all, the Hawks signed words about Maravich.
"He'll make it, there's no
"Pistol Pete" to a five-year
contract for an estimated $2 doubt about that, but it's gam
to take time," Schayes said.
million.
But simpose, just suppose, "You've got to remember that
tour of these other rookies im- this guy hat been the whole
pressed yolf more than Mara- show ever since grammar
vich, a bystander said to Gear- school days. All those years
ing. How does a coach go about It was always Pete and Jour
telling management that he other guys. He's going to have
plans to cut a $2 million player? to adjust to playing as me of
"That would be a predica- five men on the team. It may
ment, wouldn't it?" Guerin re- take a while, bed, with his talsponded with a grin. "But that ent, he'll make. R."
Fortunately, Guerin has seen
problem isn't likely to come mi.
enough of Maravich in the put
.......ainers.sgmjays the
tawho do our drafting some credit DOT to
too," Guerin continued. "There on his play this week. Pits
are certain players that you sprained an ankle last week at
just know are going to make a camp in North Carolina sas,
the grade-and make U big. although he refuses to use Bud
These are the people who you as an UN, that's bound to
hamper his effectiveness.
"We hold these two - a- days

VALUABLE COUPON

SOUND THE HORNS!
attategiding shoe yaws
/bp Ore eniirefamily

+.

As.
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ne Darwin' are so terrific that we just can't help blowing our win honk abeeR
them. Shapely styles for women, long-wearing quality children's Mora and
rugged, handsome looks for men. Choose from a wide variety of styles, colors, and
sizes. All at great reductions. Come in now, while our selection is still complete.
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ADAMS SHOE STORE

+:
For Women 1-

For Children For Men
For Girls and Boys

Naturalizer
Life Stride
Miss America

Were

Were
S13.99 to
Now
SEX

kor ALL APPLIANCE REPAIRS
V' ALL TYPES PUMP REPAIR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER . . .
$2 DISCOUNT en Your First Servke
Call (With This Coupon)

13.99 et) $25.9,
Now

Now

$5.90 to $10.90

to $15.90
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•

FRED'S :17.r. 435-2361
VALUABLE COUPON
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by Charles M. Sank

Peanuts*
I'Sika,„1
0111F.1• AMON•II.V•711 rolis •111-

THAT'S THE WEST STAR.. IF
I?00E'CAMP 15 IN THE WEST,
4t1U JUST FOLLOW THAT STAR...

IN THE EAST?(THERE
AN EAST 5TOCR ?

•
•

•••

1161.11
. ,

by Ernie Busibmiller

I HAVE SUCH A
FUNNY-LOOKING

MAYBE THIS GUY
CAN HELP)
ME

NEXT

PLASTIC
SURGEON

Nose

GUM
--BOUT POSTPONED
LOS ANGELES (UP!)- The
lightweight led between Maw
do Range aid Seger Ramos,
scheduled for Tthursday, has
been postponed to -tidy 16.
Mimic Is suffering all allergy
attack which centers in his
Meal Passages, causing his
heed to swell.

Were

$8.50 to $14.99
523.S,

this week to get a good look
.
at we people we didn't see
,--,
much of in the past," Guerin
1211116111.17:4111
4111.
explained. "We know what Pete 11A1116110.
can do."

ACFL SCHEDULE
NEW YORK (IWO- The
Atlantic Coast Football League
win play a three-week, 14-game
exhibition schedule beginning
Saturday night, Aug. 15, Commissioner
Cosmo lacoraul
announced Thursday.

Robin
Nash Poppies
Pedwim

Buster Iran
IWO Nod

Nancy

Sewer and Drain Line Cleaning
by "Roto-Rooter Service"

Here Tonight

The Murray American Lien
baseball team beet the Plena
American Legion - Life NOW
writers team Weft idsog in
Paris 10-5.
Mike Ernstbirger was thirets,
sing pitcher for Kern;
via was the loser Br Rena.
Duane Adams mug ale ids
7-5; and Chicago defined Caln
bat for the Mumma sal nib
ford; 74. New York and Clevein 5 trips to the pkss ess 411
laud were idle.
them a. doubts, amf I
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
Tons Costgliaro and Ron •
Golfers' A890Cia• Danny Osborne had t MBAR
Tetromili hankered on succesTournament Players Divi- Murray aid Denny Nall MO lit
sive pitches in the nss Mein sion announced Tuesday that twice.
to help the Red Sox break the new
winners of the U. S. rvisi Murray had 12 hits and Serrors
Orioles' five - game winning and the 1-q..,A onarepiuusidewiu while Paris collected 5 hits aril
streak. Candler°, on an be exempt from qualifying for 3 errors.
overnight pass from Army I , tournaments sponsored by
The iturrayans tam Mayfield
duty, drove in three runs in all the PGA for 10 years.
here tonight at Holland SWIM
with his 15th homer and a
The declaim; announced by The two teams have aid vie I
single. Ray Cap vent the oseph C. Dey Jr., the PGA game in two provisos encombrit
distance for the Red Sox on a •• misnomer, will not affect this year. Allen Grogan
118
three-hitter.
S unlimited exemption of °Pen I. I
for Murray.
Paul Casanova Woke a 2-2
and PGA champions prior to Murray 200 214 DLO-- 10
tie with a homer in the seventh 1970.
arts 012 000 200 -and Wayne Coiner doubled
The champions prior to 1970
AMERICAN MOWN
home two more seventh inning now efil receive exemption in
SASENALL
runs as the Senators snapped a two categories as follows. First,
JOY
Eve-game losing streak with a those who have entered at least
T:W/
24- lesurbie
victory over the Tigers. Mike 15 tournament players division
-Lints 0118 ('Th)5-Sli
Epstein and Tim Cullen also tourneys in the last calendar
X -Rae
Bente"
homered for the Senators, who year, will be included in the 27 --Paducah
5.11111
handed southpaw Mickey Lolich basic field of 144 players in Open
awls
his eighth loss in 14 decisions. invitationms. In the second
1 -17nimi Otte (TM) A -Tie
Lou Pinion& drove in three category, champions who have
2- Muncie
runs with a bases-loaded triple not played in 15 events in the
•- Ile
- Cirseisvine
and Joe Keough singled home last Weeder year will be
X- Tffil
II- Paducah
two niers runs as the Rayne added to the usual field of 144.
- Paris
nipped the A's. Piniella's triple
The dances were instituted
to - ineseseene
was actually a line drive Inch to provide more starting pieces
- Wren Maim) •- RAS
misjudged ,f by
was
Ind& to current tour regulars.
X13- nadManwine
Jackson in the first inning.
- Union City (Tn) -?20
Jackson partially redeemed Athletics. Cookie Rojas bit his 17- Parts Mims.)
X -Idle
himself with his 10th homer and first homer of the year for the le - Paducah
•-11ffili
Royals,
Joe Rudl also bomered for the
-T:111
20- Martin ('1om)

UTHERNSIDELINES &MOESALE

f*RED'S REPAIR SERVICE

*

The Giants beat the Tigers 114
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Presand the Braves beat the Pirates ident Franklin D. Roosevelt
5-2 in action at the Colt Lieges pushed a button in the While
baseball park last night.
House the nett of May U.
Batteries In the Giants were ink turning on the lights ne
Crouch and Cathey aid Grogan prelassioaal baseball's first
and Alexander pitched far the night game.
Tigers while Cloptoo catight.
The Tigers grabbed an early
That was at Crosley
lead in the opener with 2 runs in home of the Cincinnati Reds.
the first and one in the wood
Tonight, following a game
but the Giants came back in the between the Reds and Atlanta
By FRED MeMane
UPI Sports Writer
third to tie the score at 3 all. here, the lights go Off for good
Manager Dave Bristol of the
Both teams went scoreless for for baseball perpOsee. The
Milwaukee Brewers had only
the next 21/2 innings but the Giants
ilgni Prefessionel ball one move left In the ninth
exploded for 6big runs in
team, move Into Riverboat
Tuesday night, and Gus
sixth to put the game on in. Stadium, their new home, Ams
Iiillingturned it into a gameThompson was the winning
30.
'wining decision.
cher for the Braves in the nightThe Brewers were trailing the
cap and Gibba was thepitcher for
Crosley Field was ass of the
the Pirates. At the end of the third earliest ball perks bunt The Minnesota Twins, 3-2, with two
Lining the score was tied at 2-2 Red inoeldegs, as they were Da awl two out in the ninth when
but the Braves managed to pick up known }then, played their first Bristol looked down his bench
3 runs on 5 hits in the ten of the game at the park April 11, 1912, for a pinch-hitter for pitcher
sixth for the win..
In which they beat the Chicago Dave Baldwin. The only man he
Tonight's action will pit the Cubs, 10-6.
handn't used was Gil, a lighthitting utility infielder, so be
Giants against the Tigers In the
opener and the Drams take on the During the 58 years Mace ,•t Gil up to bat and the
Pirates in the nightcap.
en, the park has bees the Brevets "last chance" refirst in the majors to provide [coned with a two-run double
MARTHA TO DENVER
live radio broadcasts(109) and that gave Milwaukee a 4-3
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Paul It was equipped with the first Victory.
Martha, a veteran safety man, scoreboard that shows the Gil's hit came off ace reliever
and linebacker Sid Williams progress of other National Ron Perranoski, who had taken
owe from reliever Tom Hall
been
sent
by the League games in play.
have
With runners on first and
Pittsburgh Stealers to the
Denver Broncos. Tackle Wal- The park was known as second and two out. Perranoski
lace Dickey and guard-center Redlaad Field until 1934 when led Gil a fat pitch and he
Walt
Highsmith, piss
an it was renamed by Powell drilled it between the outfielundisclosed 1971 draft choice, Crosley Jr. who took over ders for two runs.
It was a gcod fastball dots
in the Stealers from control of the club.
will
the middle. I wasn't looking for
Denver.
any tall in particular. Just any
The dub plans to auction off ball
I could hit," said Gil.
articles in the park that have
In other
American League
PITTSBURGH
(U P I) sentimental value for fans. The
Guards Tom Miller of Eastern
games, Boston beat Baltimore,
scheduled next week
auction
is
Carolina University and Pete
5-1; Washington topped Detroit,
In the parking lot of the nein.
Johnsen of Maryland have been
6-2; Kansas City nipped Oakland,
signed by the Pittsburgh Pipers
of the Americas Baskelliell

Legion Blasts
Paris,Play

e. •

.•, •••
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••• 1.1
•wr
6111,11, 10•41
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ame,
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4,47 g

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . • •

Paris Road Club
Has Regular Meet
At The City Park

Christian Women's
Fellowship Meets
The Chad's Woolen's Felthe First Christian
lowship
Church held its general meeting on Tuesday, June 113, at sixthirty o'clock in the evening in
the church parlor. A potluck
supper was served.
Mrs. William Porter installed
the new officers in an impres.
sive ceremony.

it

Wednesday, June 14
The Newcomers Bridge will
en
The Peris Bold Heotemek
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Holiday
Club held its wear Jae meet.
lf you did not attend last
Inn.
ins at the Cita Park with the
month and want to play sejs
pmAdont, Mrs. Wear Duke.
month call Mary Jo Barthian.,
practing.
by Monday, June IR
753-7683
• ••
Mrs. bailie Held presented
ideas
ditfentsit
the
an
a repast
Tuesday, June 23
broogit up at the mune meetOfficers installed were Mrs.
The North Pleseent Grove
Willisen Egnor, chairman; Mrs
in& R eas deceied to help
Felkowship will have a posigen
the
it
room
ameba with the
James Atone, first noe-chair
supper at the take home of L.
lisermsion ofnoe as to peat, dm
man; Mrs. Ed F. Kirk, second
mid Mrs. Nix Crawford mUS
tor
for the use of ail members
WMS of vice-chairman; Mrs. J. Z. Littlep.
m.
Hampton
Olga
The
• ••
aeon training and hoseemekThe Sinking Spring Baptist tomi, treasurer; Mrs. W. R. Van
ers dubs' mestiegs.
June 34
y,
Wednesda
Church met Monday, June 8, at Meter, secretary; Mrs. Bailey
The devotion was given by
ladies clay luncheon will
The
the basement of the church par- Gore, service chairman Mrs.
Maz.im.Grosata—niv_Ine
be served at the Calloway Cowith the business being Clegg Austin co-service chairsonage
each
with
toil
the
celled
Neatatt
unty Country Cub at noon Hosby the president, man; Mrs. Mary Bordeaux, liconducted
benne
bee
with
one answering
brarian; Mrs. James Rudy All
tesses are Madam Donald
Sills.
Terry
Mrs.
picnic food.
twitted Weed Call chairman.
Hunter, Jack Beiote, We DoYWA
by
given
were
Reports
subthe
was
"Weil Hangings"
ran, Witham Barter, IL J. Bre
and
Bowden
Jerry
Mrs.
leaders,
by
presented
Various reports were given
ject of the'mam
an, Joe Dick, Jack B. Kennedy,
Mrs. Gerald Cooper. They re- and the offertory prayer was
Mm Waiter Duke ad Mrs.
MaM.
&
Lasater,
M.
James
girls
YWA
their
that
tported
seed by Mrs. Porter. The group
Jobony Rauch who demonstra
tarazzo, John N. Purdoen Bethel
bad been participating in the was dismissed with the CWF
ed how to draw sod apptique
Wilson.
Stub
and
n,
Richardso
Project
Associational Mission
paint or embroider a Lail hangprayer. Preceding the meal Mrs.
••
by distributing clothing from Bordeaux sated the blessing
iitg to fit the room rat whams,
Thursday, June 25
the clothing bank set up by
etc.
The Westside Homemakers
various YWA members of dif- Celebrate with Steaks
The nervation was led by
Murray
the
at
Club will meet
ferent Baptist churches.
Mrs. John T. Taylor. A potluck
Dinner on the 4th of July
City Park at 12:30 p.m.
Discussion on the n e w should be worthy of
picnic Medi was served at the
• ••
Indefor
ons
organizati
all
of
changes
DOOM laCallr.
pendence Day. Whether dinThe Art Show will open at
the coming year was held and ing
Other ambers present were
at table indoors, on' the
the Hitching Post at Aurora.
a nominating committee was
larbenes Mans Gibbs, E•a
patio or at a park or beach.
Hours of the show, sponsored
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bernard Kaiser, Jr.
selected to present the new ofCaen Myetle Madrey, Woodby the Murray Art Guild, will
(Love's Studio Photo)
ficers for these organizations. there's nothing finer than
row White, and Pet Theapeon
be from ten a.m. to eight p.m.
A kitchen shower for the new steaks. Porterhouse, rib eye
Visitors presimt were Mrs.
through Sunday, June 28.
is planned at the next or sirloin are all tender and
church
Fraka Jones, Line Wm Nina
S..
excellent cuts for broiling
Thompson, Ma Lari Thompson.
meeting.
Friday, June hi
Master Albert Jones, Mimes
The study, "Baptist Orientals Pack vegetables in servingA cosmtry music abow for the
Beene Grogan mad Reece TayIn California," was directed by sized foil packets to heat on
benefit of Paula Beale who is
Mrs. James H. Kuykendall. As- the grill or on the broiler
The beautiful wedding of Miss maids were the same except or ill will be held at the Jonathan
The next meeting will be
sisting her were Mesdames Bil- rack. Cold potato salad and
heid at the home of Mrs. El- Nanette Solomon and Anthony and white daisies, and the flow- School at 7:30 p. m. The adly Paschall, Bun Wilkerson,, Ray- fresh rails along with fresh
dridge Gee on September 8 at Bernard Kaiser, Jr., was per- er girt carried a white basket !Inseam is fifty cents and one
mond Crawford, Bill Collins, fruit shortcake or waterformed by Rev. Martin Matting- with pink and white dreamers. dollar.
1:30 p. m.
melon wedges will complete
Terry Sills and Dub Hurt.
•
•
•
Miss Nancy Baker Smith
ly on Sunday, June 4, at twoTom Fitzgerald was the best
present not previous- a festive menu.
Others
Sunday, June 2S
thirty o'clock in the afternoon man. Groomsmen were Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Randall T. Smith of Owensboro announce the ly mentioned were: Mesdames
at St. Leo's Church, Murray. Solomon, brother of the bride, The Welcome Wagon New- engagement of their daughter, Nancy Baker, to William David Harding Galloway, Sonny LockThe double ring ceremony was Howard Brose, and Rick Kaiser, comers and their families are Fitts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Beauton Fitts, 706 Meadow Lane, hart, Crawford McNeely, and
HEAR THE MIGHTY
used.
brother of the groom. The ush- invited to the Oaks Country Murray.
Boyce Wilson.
WURLITZER ORGAN
,
School
,
swimming
High
for
picnicking
Club
County
Kaiser,
This special day also marked ers were Ted and John
The bride-elect is a graduate of Daviess
society was delighted in
at
y where The
golf, and tennis.
and will be a senior next fall at Murray State Universit
having a new member, Mrs.
Members of the Murree As- the twenty-ninth wedding an- brothers of the groom. of the
•
•
▪
LEACH'S MUSICS Tit
parmother
social
sorority.
groom's
the
Alpha
of
Solomon,
Sigma
niversary
Mrs.
Alpha
of
member
a
Billington
is
Rainshe
Marvin
sembly No. 19 Order of the
in the '
and receivMonday, June 29
and
Mr. Fitts is a graduate of Murray High School
see
bow for Girls atteecied the ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Kaiser, bride, chose to wear a pink
State T
swan party sod wiener
Murray
at
cs
with
niemeasti
Ohio.
The
dress
mathemati
of
eat
silk
Sr,
and
white
_physics
-In
ed for Monday, July Se
Grind Ammembly of the Ken-4-11:1V
111
Mr. white orchid corsage. The meat for the seventh and eigh- ed
•••
where he nes named to Who's Who Among Students
tucky lotemationel Order of bride is the daughter of
his
th grades will be held at the University
turcontinue
a
Jr.
will
wore
He
Solomon,
H.
mother
es.
W.
Mn.
groom's
Universiti
and
and
Colleges
American
Reinbow for Girls held at Louin
The church was decorated quoise time silk faille ,nress Calloway County Country Club studies toward his Master's degree this fall at Murray State. He
km. 14-18.
Witite from one to five p. m. Each
Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
Miss Roselle Rohertaon of with two baskets of white gla- and her corsage was a
member may bring me guest. Is a member of Pi
22, at the
The wedding is planned for Saturday, August
Mornay, Grand Worthy advisor, dioli and pink chrysanthemums orchid.
• ••
grandpresided during the nitre see Three candelabra entwined with The bride's maternal
Third Baptist Church, Owensboro.
sat Other Murray Otis sere greenery and white bows mark- mother, Mrs. W. A. Asbbrook,
cie of
f irc
kzyin C
Er
soc
wore a white and green broing were Bernie Kest, Grand ed the pews for the family.
Baker
A program of nuptial mimic caded linen dress. The groom's
Chnthen flag bearer; Marilyn
John maternal grandmother, Mrs. CePleao
of the Southuth
Lasater, graod representative to was presented by Mrs.
sant Grove United Methodist
Texas; Patricia Evans, mad Bowker, organist, and Gus Rob- lia Schneider, Was attired in an
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Thompson,
Church met Wednesday, June
representative to California; ertson, Jr., soloist. Selections by aqua knit dress Both grandmoThe J. N. Wants chapter
Irene Futrell, greed page; Una Mrs. Bowker were "Ave Ma -hers wore corsages of white of the United Daughters of the 1902 South Main Street, Benton, Cembe 1 of use triage's So- 10, at eight-thirty o'clock in the
at the church.
Boberesen and Nita Attlee, eta", "Clair-de-Lune", "Ob Per carnations.
Centecierrey met for its final announce the birth of a baby ciety
Cbristien Service of evening
feet Love", "Somewhere My
wand choir members.
mace of the year an Ilutre boy, Gary Michael, weighing the First United Methodist The meeting was opened with
Reception
weddl
E. W. seven pounds nine ounces, bore Church held its regular meet- group singing of "God of Grace
Mies Joyce Winchester was Love", and the traditiona
Following the ceremony the dos, June 18, with Mrs.
appointed Grand American flag ing marches for the procession- bride's parents were hosts for Riley in her beautiful new home on Sunday, June 21, at 3:11 ing in the mein youth room and God of Glory" led by Mrs.
p m at the Murray-Calloway of the church on Tuesday, June Lurene Cooper and accompannewer for 1970-71. She is the al and the recessional.
held at the Muss on Sha-Wa Court.
Mr. Robertson °tang "Be- the reception Club House.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. T.
lire Riley was assidei by County Hospital.
16, at two o'clock in the after- ied on the piano by Mrs. OliWoman's
ray
They have one daughter, Cyn
vene Erwin.
Winchester, North lath Street, cause", "Always", and -Savior
daughter, Mn. Thelma Baiher
Mrs.
and
Landolt
Gene
Mrs.
a deous lun- this Kay, age three. The father
Program leaders were Mrs.
serving
Murray. She U• gredusge at Like A Shepherd Lead Us". The
in
ley,
guest
program
the
Baker,
Joe
Mrs.
greeted
Ridge
employed by South Central chairman, introduced the guest Ellen Orr and Mrs. Estelle
the University Scald in the song, "Always", was included in Otto door. Kra. Jack Shell and them to die eighteen members
Bell Telephone Company.
cease of 1970 and will attend the bridal music as it was sung at theMelanie Boyd kept the re and gads presentspeaker, Mn Charles M. Baker, Gooch assisted by Mrs. Mavis
seas elegant
Wee
Murray State University this at the bride's parents wedding Miss
Grandparents are Mrs. Mel- who gave the devotion end a McCamish, Mrs. bnogene Pasdieing
lbe
with
overlaid
table
the
at
giater
twenty-five years ago.
fall.
with its centerpiece of magnolia vine Thompson and Mr. and
on chall, Mrs. Lurene Cooper, and
a pink linen cloth and centered blossoms and red name depict- Mn. Harvey Blocker, all of Cen- most interesting program
Bride's Dress
Awards mei by the Murree
"Overawe Churches end How Kra. Ola Mae Brandon. The toent of white
arrangem
an
with
Assembiy were first piece troThe bride, given in marriage
tral City. Mrs. Lilly Davis of They Are Striving For Indepen- pic of the program was "The
ing the UDC colors.
phy for largest percentage of by her father, chose a formal and pink rosebuds. was 'over
At the conolusion of the meal Central City is a great grand- dence from Mother Cintrches". Roots of Prejudice". Mrs. Justable
bride's
The
in the liv- mother.
attendenoe at Grand Aineephiy, gown of white silk organza comThe chairman, Mrs. David tine Story led the closing praysatine cloth un- the group assembied
••
fourth piece trophy for money bined
re-embroidered laid with pink
with
ing room where the gtfentient,
opened the meeting er.
with
Henry,
centered
and
net
opened
seet in as Grand Amenably pro- Swiss lace motifs. The empire der white
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen 'Treas. with prayer and conducted the The chairman, Mrs. Imogene
nt of white Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
and
prayer
ject, and snood place oo amp- bodice featured a Victorian a lovely arrangeme
with
1614 Pentane Drive, Murray, business session.
the meeting
Pasesnall, presided over the busand pink mums. The spbook.
sakates to the flags.
neckline with a self ruffle and stock
are the parents of a baby girl, During the soca hour the these session. Reports were Misilver.
in
were
U
pointmen
Murray
from
were
Ale) attending
New officers elected
was accented with the lace patStephanie Sue, weighing seven hostesses, Mrs. Joe Baker and en and a letter was read from
Mrs. Ken Harrison presided Mrs. Vaught, president; Mn.
were Peuia Cook, Lan Sbow- tern. Long Bishop sleeves were
pounds two ounces, born on Mrs. C. E. Hale, served refresh- Phillis Poole.
George
Mrs.
bowl.
punch
the
at
man, Betsy Riley, Paulette Mark. also adorned at the deep cuffs
arta Carter, first vice; Mrs. Monday, June 22, at 1:17 p.m. ments to the eighteen members
Final plans were made for
tiered
three
the
served
Shaw
ovich, Marilyn Thome Lisa with the repeated lace pattern,
Withal Rumen, sewed vice; at the Murray-Calloway County and one guest, Mrs. Charles AL the Lions Club supper. Mn. Luin
iced
cake
wedding
Morris, Lyon Watson, and Ka through which pale pink satin column
rene Cooper gave a report on
Baker.
Assisting in Miss Mary Williams, recording Hospital.
K.Sabail. Adults atiendleg wan ribbon was drawn. Additional pink and white.
•••
secretary; Mrs. Fred Mingles, They have another daughter,
district meeting held at
the
Cindy
Misses
were
Mrs. Frances Chtmcbill, Mn. accents of the lace drawn rib- the serving
corresponding aecregary; Mm Tamara Kaye, age four. The
Chapel.
Martin's
Nancy
Greer,
Betty Riley, Mrs. Eloise KeeL bon was placed from the neck- Sawyer, Cathi
Helen Lassiter, treader; Kra father is self employed in Tress
Delicious refreshments were
Watson, and Susan Preusse.
and Mr. and Mrs. Fail Robert- line vertically to the
Mazy
awry Math ter;
n Up Shop.
served to the thirteen jpembers
-WMft was directed Warren Swann hirtorian; Miss
The re
son.
Grandparents are Mr. and
of her gown. The gentle a-line
v . Lurene Cooper
lfre
present by u
assisted by
Lilly,
•••
G.4.
Mrs.
by
Cappie Beale, chaplain.
n.
:re
skirt was enhanced with the
Mrs. Jackie Tress of Murray
Crawford.
Donald
Mrs.
Following the elegiac a brief Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
War on Waste
chapel length train fashioned
brithe
_reception
the
After
installation ceremony was cooA dab of uncooked ground of the gossamer silk organza,
Ryan, Glendale Road,
Mex. Rob M.cilood p
couple left for a week's ducted by Mrs. Hem Crossland. Charles
beef can be put to good use. attached at the back waistline dal
Murray.
and
the program, "The Meaning
Nassau
to
trip
wedding
and
Mrs.
William
fryingbows.
Merry
a
Dior
Miss
in
Mr.
it
are
nts
miniature
with
Just brown
Great grandpare
Reconciliation", at the J u n Bouillon a Boon
in the Bahama Islands
Her fingertip veil of illusion Freeport bride wearing a pink Helen Lassiter were appointed and Mrs. Carlin Riley and Mr. meeting of the Women's
pan and toss with shredded
the
with
reapedand
of
Beef bouillon from can or
Bateman
of
headpiece
delegate
Cheddar, Swiss or Mozza- was attached to a
and Mr:. Isaiah Trees, -all
of Christian Service of the
knit coat dress and the corsage
cube is a boon for the bride
rella cheese until the cheese flowers interspersed with pink of white roses from her bridal ivly to the Division Commotion Kirksey, and Mrs. John Call of Shepherd
United
of Um UDC to be held in Lex- Princeton.
as well as the experienced
melts. It !fakes a tasty break- ribbons. Her something borrow- bouquet.
Church.
•• •
ington in October.
Loof
ring
cook. It can be used to addiamond
a
item
was
ed
supper
or
lunch
fast,
will be at
Kaiser
Mrs
and
Mr.
Mary Warren Swann gave a
vantage in the preparation
plain, on a toasted bun or chie Landolt, her iomething new home at 4316 Duck Creek Road,
report of her vat to Beauvoir,
The ptupose of the program of _ gra4ies, oriental dishes,
was a string of pearls, a 'ft
between bread slices.
bride will
The
Ohio.
in
was to help perau understand beef stroganoff or meat balls.
the_ maidmof hmor
gr N-111-•
th
Mn. The chapter ad previousthemselves as part of the estab- Bouillon also makes an exDebbie Landolt, her something teach
this
Synem
Spicy BAil
lishment and as inividiads who cellent braising liquid for
from her Bernard City School the groom ly made a donative toward the
Quick, easymnd nutritious! old was a flower made
restoration of this bow after
challenge the establighleent. pot-roasts.
wed- nest school term, and
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'Smith-Fitts Vow's TeBe Read

Mrs. Kuykendall
Program Leader At
WMS Meeting

Miss Nanette Solomon Becomes Bride
Of Anthony Bernard Kaiser, Jr., In
Lovely Ceremony At St. Leo's Church

•••
Rosetta Robertson
Presides At Grand
Assembly Meeting

Cordelia Erwin
Circle Has Meet
At The Church

UDC Chapter
Holds Luncheon
Meet, Riley Home
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Presents Program iitaneTheServUice
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Mrs. Rob McHood
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At WSCS Meeting ì-'-!,
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BAR BQ
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s

Ready To Go
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s
riskiest
meek.
et abe
ins is
eilsek

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your

Storey's

Food Gaut

nPregi
Xis "
Mrs

scowl

• Van
Bang

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

disk-

Favorite Church Or Charity.

Beef &
Chicken

Lb 590
551.00

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit:

• All•
Imes.

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

given

r was
group
cwr
mni.
tag.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

FRYERS

r July
hide✓ dinth(
'eachl
than
b eye
✓ and
piling
wingAt on
roiler
and
freshraterkplete

rv

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.O.A. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK

RIB STEAK

Breast 654 Lb.
Legs 45# Lb.
Thighs 49 Lb.
Necks & Backs 15rc Lb.

LB

81C

LB.27
SPLIT
BRKERs

FINE FOR BAR-B-0

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LB. 390

COUNTRY FRY STEAK

HYDE PARK
PURE VEGETABLE

8°NELESLS-B

880

PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT
J

ENGLISH cirr
LB.190
LIMIT ONE

3 LB. CAN

68

Li3.69
L.. 59
390
590
190

SLICED

a
14 OZ.

CATsgp,JACK SPRAT

ti
ISO! I LtS)I

JOHNSON
MORTON

WEINERSI
BACON
COFFEE
MEW BRIQIIEIL BAGG9C
CAKE MIX
3/890
CARROTS.
,
TOMATOES
39
2 LBs.25
BANANAS

• COKES

3

9 TO 11 CHOPS

1/4 PORK LOIN
SMOKED JOWL

6B
cOTTNT
s
100
LE$

CREAM PIES

i‘
L.!

OT PIES

MORTON

EA 23c
inA

c
39

PARK

FREE

One phase!!! Deodorant Be,
Regular Size when yea buy
One Royale,Size Bar at

LIMIT 1 FREE BAR
PER COUPON

15'

Pairw rwic rnupoN
STOREYS
',Torts_ 6.30_ftehow Coupor, 2 Eu,s 39C1

—

2/890

, ALLEN'S
Blackeye or Purple Hull

PEAS

1 LB.PA00

HOME GROWN

6

FRESH PAC

Lb.

GOLDEN RIPE

—011COUPONN•Twith

RIO

80c
1

•
•
•

COUPON

Nip COLBLEAOR
CH
King Size
5 lb.4 oz.

(WITH THIS COUPON)
u-T

Redeemable Oncr
StsigatriliGil
l
REY'
Ex-plrk30Without Coupon, King size isl.49

--

15 OZ. CANS

•

KING (12 011 SIZE
WITH THIS COUPON
Limit I coupon pit
bottle pnCtISIO

STOREY'S
F.. 6-30 wthr., Coupon Knpi

KLEENEX TOWELS

HILBERG PATTIES

WITH COUPON 290

10 89C

•
•

PRICE WITHOUT COUPON
10-51.00

•FFER EXPIRES 6-30-70
to -85e

••D ONLY AT STOREY'
•11(11 VOI

Ilid lid lid lid lid1111011(411d

1

PA 11,00 PA PA PA PAMPA Pfil•
2 ROLL PKG.
I
•

ALL VARIETIES

WITH COUPON

Swan Dishwashing
liquid

8 OZ.
PKGS.

FISH STICKS FISHER BOY

•IPAIJIMPRPAIMPIIMIWIPAPAPP.:

SAVE $1.51 WITH THESE COUPONS

-410zwr inc=1

SALAD DRESSING Hyde Park

WHITE
18 OZ.
YELL'OW
FRESHBOXES
F DGE

EGGS

MORTON
EXCEPT HAM_

10 LB.

HY

DOWNS
' GRADE A LARGE

.MEAT DINNERS

8CS

SMOKEY BEAP

8_0Z. CANS

DOZ.

BISCUITS
6 49c

1 LB. CAN

TOMATO SAUCE SACRAMENTO

FOR $1

HYDE PARK

LB. Pkg.

ALL GRINDS

With Bottles

LIMIT 3 CTNS.

12 OZ. PKG.

MORRELL PALACE BRAND

LB.910

10 OZ.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
-

81

111,-

'a
PRICE WITHOUT •
COUPON 49c
OFFER EXPIRES 6-30-70
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER CUSTOMER
% lird

11111 Va

MI

a

Ord Oft IN .
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Mae West Show Biz's Miracle Woman!
Sy Altklf Anglin
Central Press Assocsatson
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—Few stars in
Hollywod can take the kind of
credits, due Mae West. She's
been in this business of moviemaking since 1932. She's one of
the few stars who can personally take credit for putting a
studio back in the black - that
was Paramount in those early
Thirties. And few, if-eny, stars
can take credit for the changes
in the old morals code of the
Mina — tightening ellem,-that
Is' Now, the code is so loose—
anything goes. And now, Mae
West is back in movies—after
an absence of 26 years. She's
getting $350,000 for her role in
"Myra Breckinridge."
Mae has been in show biz
since she was seven years old—
and biographies say she will be
78 this Aug. 17. She's played
everything from Broadway to
Las Vegas and Hollywood
stages and she's still selling the
same ageless stuff - -- sex. And
selling it the same' old way—
with a smile, mister, with a
' great big smile.
•

•

k

Road Mishaps Cost Staters Millions/year

The Veterans Administration
WAR ON
recently announced the allocation
TE-WOLD,
E
OTTI
L
gNWof another $5 million for various
(UP!)— Anti-litter
women leaders held last month construction projects at some of
lantes, wearing Robin Head FRANKFORT, Ky. — The econ- Most residents of Louisville
Its 166 hospitals.
at Frankfort,
style hats, will go on the omic loss caused by traffic acci- could have two $3000 automo
against
warpath
culprits who dents in the state last year rose lies.
around this to an estimated $246 million.
leave rubbish
The KTSCC official blamed
area's picturesque Cotswold Authur E. Beard, executive at least half the fatal auto acciHills.
director of the Kentucky Traffic dents on drunk and drinking dri(We continue our review of JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES docThe group, which plans to Safety Coordinating Committee vers.
trine.)
lodge complaints in rural cour
He urged Kentuckians to join
KTSCC), said that since 1959,
WITNESS DOCTRINE SAYS: "DEATH MEANS NONEXISTagainst litterbugs, was formed economic losses by Kentucidahs in the anti-drunk driver campENCE." (Reconciliation, P. 296) "When a man dies, he
by retired forestry expert, each year has increased more aign kicked off by Governor Nunn
IS as dead as a dog." (i5eliverance, P. 324)
Walter Didcote, 62,
THE BIBLE SAYS: To the Witnesses death is synonymous
than one and a half times. The at an organizational meeting for
"We do not want to scare 1959 figure was about $161.8
with annihilation, but this idea is contrary to the meaning
. . the death of the body, i.e. that
of the word death.
people away from the CotAlthough jungle makes up
separation (whether natural or violent) of the soul from the
swolds but we do want to teach The total figure for all years about 60 per cent of Peru's
body by which life on earth is ended." (Thayer's Greek
them how to behave in the since 1959 is $2,165 billion. Bea- land, it holds only 14 per cent of
Lexicon, P. 282) Death simply means the separation of
countryside," Didcote said,
money
population.
much
the
that
rd said with
the body from the soul.
MATTHEW 23;32. "lam the God of Abraham,and the God of
Isaac, and the God.of Jacob. God is not the God of the dead
but of the living."
Though Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had died upon the earth,
they were not annihilated as Witness doctrine teaches.
1) God Is the God of the living.
2) God 1.9 the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
3) Hence, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob live. (Not physi
cally, of course.)
LIPETER 03,14; "Yea, I think it meet, as long as I am
in this tabernacle to stir you up by putting you in rememb.rance; knowing that shortly I must put off this my tabernacle, even as our LordJeaus Christ bath shewed me." The
tabernacle is the bOdy. (floor. 5:1-8) Peter was to put off
his body—not to be annihilated! He was to die physically, to be separated from the body. (Above material
compiled by Gene Frost.)
MATTHEW 10:28: And fear not them which kill the body,
but are not able to kill the soul; but rather fear him which
Is able to destroy both body and soul in hell."
1) Man can kill the body.
2) Man cannot kill the soul.
3) Hence, man is not annihilated at death (MORE
NEXT WEEK.)
Again we say that our minds. Bibles. ana pulpit ate

W
NO
IS THE TIME FOR CUSTOM

PO

Bank Financing Available
No Deposit Required

•

Moe West today—still goatee • gaill

of any denomination, "faith', or persuasion and you believe that you have the truth and you would like to teach

We are in your area doing Custom
Asphalt Paving. Low group rates
are now in effect.

DA

DI

ss-AokuNir

I AeT SP-if OF FHE S(NlA(lf

R. tell alit, or talk about it, then we would be happy for
you to eon* and study wth us. We who attend the West
Murray church of Christ beleve only in the Bible. It Is
our endeavor to speak where the Bible speaks and to be
silent where it is silent. If we are in error, if we are
teaching error, if we are wrong in what we point out as

PAVING COMPA

NT

and believe to be religious error, then you would be ow
friend and not our enemy by pointing outlaw
exists. The pulpit is open to you for the purpose d ax

• Paducah, Kentucky

examining your teaching and questioning you concerning
••

with you at any time. Likewise, the members of this congregation are also willing to study Bible with you at any

FREE ESTIMATE - - =

MURRAY

753-419g

r f
.r.
t
a
41:
;
Member: Associated General Contractors Peahmah Chamber of tom

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUANTITIES

Murray

SCOPE

STOP, SHOP
AND
SAVE

congregation or contact any member of this congregation.

STEi
6

Address all comments. 'criticisms, or complaints, k

• ••• N.

Thomas S Keaton, Winchester As. # 8, Murray.

RICHWINE

First Aid Spray - 4.5 oz. Aerosol
Reg.
'1.69
WOOD BURY

HIDDEN MAGIC

HELL

MOUTHWASH

time. Simply come to the services of the West Murray

'sr
,
Ds

v1 .4 •

Open Friday Night 'Til 8 0()

N—P 21
BAN
DGUIETI
—TAME t

your teaching. The eiders are willing to discuss the Bible

"—
Western Kentucky's Largest Custom Paving Company

Social Security
News

rig/fiat,

LB

open. If you are a Jehovah's Witness, Baptist. Catholic, or

te

The VA's annual report says
veterans, their families, and survivors of deceased veterans account for nearly 96 million of America's population of just over
200 million.
— --Approximately 940,000 servicemen were separated from
military service during fiscal
year 1969, according to VA's
annual report.

ShopCeni

ASPHALT PAVING

who convinced her to do the "Sex is natural and what is
natural is not nasty."
film version of "Myra."
• • •
At' the time, she was conMAE is proud of the fact that
templating either "Drag" or
-Sextette- and she may do youngsters also dig her. -And
"Drag" after seeing how "Boys they have all the sex they can
In The Band,- another homo- handle—I'm told. But it apLhemed film, makes out at the pears they still like a little
boxoffice
glamor."
And she still gives it. At her
The change in major studios'
attitudes toward film freedom age—she describes it as "sevis evident not only by the fact enty-sex." she looks mighty
20th made "Myra" but also good. We should look so good
fi'med -Beyond The Valley Of at her age! She credits her
The Dolls." And when you go looks to looking after herself,
MAE plays a character by the 'beyond" the original "Valley" 'My mother was a health nut
name of "Letitia Van Allen," an — it's really the "new" and and my father was an athlete.
I never smoked or drank. I
cntertainer who inherits a ta- "adult" Hollywood.
drink nothing but spring water
• • •
-T-leat- agency for leading m
the in -it. I exerand even
r opening scene shows her enMAE claims there's nothing cise. I walk a lot--and I keep
ring her office, filled with "dirty" about sex. "I've always
'sliandsome, muscle men. She believed in sex. But a lot of the busy."
"What about sex?"
s'ithers in. and gasps, "All bad taste stuff they do now is
"You can't get enough of a
right men, take out your resu- not good for anybody.
good thing," she laughed. "And
mes."
-I believe in censorship
I have campaigned for equal
-I've been waiting for the
out of it, But I
right role," she admitted. "I made a fortune language. I've bedroom rights forifrwomen.
bad
Women should be allowed sexuwas going to do a television don't like
a four-letter word al selection and sexual freespecial, and was planning to do never used
done."
I've
In any film or show
dom."
a picture of my own."
of the double
One rule every male must obAt her home on the beach at (However, some
her
had
that Mae used
serve before entering the Mae
Santa Monica (she also has an entendre
Ilicisr
radio and
ago
est house-tog
apart/mat—In the building she banned from
the door -WSW warns. "No
owns- -in'Hollywood). Mae in- 10 years!).
oking."
"You can have a lot of fun—
vited us to a party for E.S.P.
She's just looking out for our
expert Dr. Richard Ireland. and be sexy," she smiled, reShe admitted it was Ireland vealing those sparkling teeth. health. fellaa.

1

North

Searching The Truth

"I'VE never really been
away," Mae oozed. -Since my
last movie I've broken in three
plays, toured for years with my
musclemen club act, made four
' albums and written screenplays
for "The Drag' and 'Sextette'."
She decided to return in this
screen version of Gore Vidal's
transexual story — although
when producer Robert Fryer
first approached Mae to be in
the film, she was convinced she
was being invited to play the
title role. However, when Mae
learned that Myra was actually
a sex - changed character who,
before a sexual operation. was
„Myron Breckinridge. she no
ilionger was interested in the
Vole.
' "I like my sexes stable," she
said. (Raquel Welch plays
Myra).

Social Security checks for people who have Part B of Medicare
will be somewhat smaller on July
3. the new,higher Supplementary
Medical Insurance premium will
become effective with the July
3 check,Charles Whitaker,social
security district manager in Pad.
ucah announced today, Those who
have been paying $4g80 a month
will now pay $5.30 br the protection. Those who enrolled late
may be Paying a slightly higher
premium, he noted.
Whitaker pointed out that the
premium increase was necessary
to help keep trust fend income
and expenditures in balance. Due
_to increased costs of medical
care and overall usage of this
Insurance, it was necessary last
year to adjust the premium rates
effective July, 1970. By December 31 each year, the Secretary
of HEW is required to review
program costs and to announce
any premium adjusbnents to be
effective in July of the following
year.
It is important to remember
that the $50 deductible per calendar year remains in the law and
is not part of the pr emiurn adjustment. This means that although
overall medical costs have risen,
the person with Supplementary
Medical Insurance is still responsible only for the first ISO
of covered medical services,plus
20 per cent of reasonable charges
beyond the deductible. Thus, where reasonable charges have risen, the Medicare program will
still cover 80 percent of such
charges over the deductible.
Whitaker reminded beneficiap
ries that the increase in premiums they will be paying will be
matched, with an equal premium
contributed from Treasure Gm.
eral Fund revenues to match the
beneficiary contributions.
The social security office for
this area is located at 112 South
10th Street in Paducah. The telephone number is 443-7321.
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HAIR SPRAY HAND & BODY LOTION

Large 1-ez. Bottle

13-oz. - Normal and

Plastic Bottle with Dispenser

Reg.'1.15
Reg.'1.49

88

1

BAN

CASHMERE
BOUQUET

2-oz.

1.5 oz.

Reg.
'1.00

Reg.
'1.09

Bottle of
1004 TABLETS

5

°N00.4011
'AST TAN

Reg.69*

Reg.$1.00

/

Reg.
'1.75

SALE

SALE

ssOMIIMIIMa
"
..sks
"
110

JOHNSON S WAX

Offs
INSECT
REPELLENT

MACLEANS

NEW CHROMIUM EDGE

Regular and Spearmint

Dry

hal

Anti-Perspirant

Pack of 18

Reg.'139

Arndt'

Reg.'1.19

Reg. $1.09
SALE
SALE

64

SALE

88'

3
sit

FRES/.

DOUBLE EDGE

as.

Reg. $ 1 . 19

98'

WILKINSON

FLASHLIGHT

1 ASHLIGta
.
BATT E RY

For more dramatic
results. It works on
brunettes as well as
brownettes and blondes.

S-ox. - Asst. Colors

SIZE "D"

BATTERIES

DUSTING
POWDER

'A Grain

SALE

SALE

NEW SUPER
SIWI

Tube

ROLL-ON

SALE

Reg.
$1.00

SALE

5 co. Spray

JIM ADAMS IGA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

*:*
FRESH
BOSTON BUTT

MATCHLgSS

PORK ROAST

LB 59C
BACON

OLD FASHIONED

BOLOGNA INTHEPIECE LB. 39c
BEEF PATTIES 10/S1
DELTA FROZEN

N—P 17 SPRAY
BAN DEODORANT
G
TAME—CREME RINSE

9
"
'
REG
REG. 1.09

ILLETTE FOAMY REG' 1.19

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

s129
89d
99t

STRAWBERRIES

3/31N

LITE
STEAK SAUCE CIIKAitiAL
R
RTE
STA
25c
REG' 1.09 OUR PRIdE8t

CASTLE BERRY

QT

• TIDE

29c

12 OZ. CAN

TWIN BAG 49C

oT 45 ZT 49c

L

KRAFT

NO GAMES I
NO STAMPS
NO I° FORCED PURCHASES

GIANT SIZE

67c
6/59c

ROOTDADiEER

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

'cc

$113

64 CT. BOX

IGA

IGA
WAFFLE
REYNOLDS
WRAP loc SYRUP
REG. ROLL

2 LB. BOX

IGA

1 LB PKG.

OUR PRICE

6 OZ. BOTTLE

CHEESE
TEA BAGS L & m
SOFT DRINKS 'GA
POTATO CHIPS

MAYONNAISE

59c

OT.

JUST LOW PRICES !
MARYLAND CLUB

STAR-KIST

IGA

TUNA

BISCUITS

634 OZ.CAN

_COFFEE
I LB. CAN

OZ:CAN

GREEN GIANT

GREEN GIANT

GREEK BEANSAIBLETS CORN
0 CAN

Floo 6/49 79c 4/89c 4/89c
sNo•KREEm 59c ICE MILK 43 FRUIT 4/$100
KTAIL 3.3.

rv,

DEL MONTE

IGA

SHORTENING

GAL

3 LB. CAN

COC

lemmoimimmok

s RADISHES
CELLO PKG.

66

YELLOW, SWEET

SUNK 1ST

FRESH, CRISP •

WINE 1oc LEMONS
1 LB. CELLO

DOZ.39c

39C
EAR
CORN 5

• Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY CLOSED SUNDAYRemember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Seneca Oil, British Oil and other
cures of the day.
Transporting the oil was too
dangerous and they soon wentout
of business but Beatty, Huling,
and Zimmerman had made their
mark., Their's probably was the
world's first commercial oil
well. The 1970 General Assembly passed a resolution honor
the accomplishment.
The Beatty well was
but the 1890's brovg t an oil
.. • that is still
boorn in K,
quantity, the
going
match the big oil
state ^
the west, but the qualstates
entucky oil is tops.
ity

Accidental
Discovery
Led To Jobs
By Jim Warren

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Martin
Beatty, Marcus Huling, and Andrew Zimmerman, drilling for
salt brine in what is now McCr
ry County, were disgusted when
thick, black oil began flooding
the well one day in 1818.
They had labored for month‘
sinking a shalt 200 feet ioto the
earth in search of satt brine,
a prime source ot salt in those
days. Now the-thick crude oil
was ruining the brine and with
It their months of labor.
Still hoping for profit, they
tried to sell the oil they had
stumbled upon, and hauled heavy
barrels of it over dangerous
cliffs and trails.
They sold it as medicine — to
the makers of Mustang Liniment,

a farm sales
Tobacco Growers Cooperative million pounds —
new markets, has recently been IA Association — "the pool" also weight basis — an increase of
Japaa, Israel, Greece and other has visited other points lathe Far about two million pounds over
countries of the globe to work East in recent weeks — including the previous year, The average
with manufacturers in the produo- Hong Kong, Taiwan (Formosa) export price for burley shipments
- In 1969 was 98.2 a pound comdoe of U.S. type blended cigar- and Thailand — to check the pro
ettes using American burley.
gross of American blends already pared with 95.5 cents a year eara
lier,
He has been working with
being manufactured there.
Major foreign markets for Ammanufacturer in Israel in the
The work of Travis, who has
development of an American ble- been travelling the world for bur- erican burley last year were
nd, and has conferred with offi- ley for 20 years, is supported by West Germany, Italy, SwitzerBy Jack Lewyn
cials of the Japanese tobacco burley growers themselves thr- land, the Philippines Sweden,
monopoly on the planned produc- ough a 50-cent annual contribu- Thailand, Denmark and Portugal.
Wlaile burley tobacco is having tion of a U. S. type blended cig- tion, at the time their crops are
Frank 13. Snodgrass, vice prw.difficulties at home, prospects arette there. In both instances, sold, to the Burley Sales Pro-Proof the Burrley and Dark Lea
for increased exports are impro- American burley will be used in motion Fund of the Burley Co. Tobacco Export Association,said
ving.
about half of the total U. S. exthe cigarettes.
R. C.(Dick) Travis, burley to- Travis, vice president for ex- Op.
Exports of U. S. burley in ports of burley were purchased
bacco's own cigarette expertand port promotion for the Burley 1969 totaled approximately 55 by countries in the European
man-about-the-world in search of

Burley Export
Prospects
Show Gains

Kentucky has a well-rounded oil
and gas industry — agood gathering system, and river transportation for bulk crude.In addition the
am17th
ranks
Today Kentucky
is now well into the business
state
states
ong U. S. oil producing
of underground gas storage.
and in 1968 was first in wildcat
Walker says Kentucky's oil
and development wells, accordand gas exploration and producing to Frank H. Walker,director,
tion industry should appeal to the
Division of Oil and Gas, Departindependent producer
smallest
Minerals.
and
ment of Mines
integrated comlargest
the
and
we125,000
Walker says about
lls have been drilled in the state, pany.
with a yearly yield of nearly 15
we
million barrels. The value of the "We have no proration as
meet
to
enough
$75
some
produce
is
not
production
do
yearly
our own needs. The likelihood
million.
emthat we will is entirely depenAnd the petroleum industry
ploys over 13,000 Kentuckians dent on those people who see Lit
According to Walker,Kentucky to come to our state and take a
has three oil and gas provinces good, hard look," he says,

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 24.- 1970- —
Economic Community (Common
Market). Larger purchases were
made by both Italy and West •
Germany.
Snodgrass was a member of Ai
U. S. Government - Tobacco Tra•ti
de Team which recently conferred with Common Market offtl,
cials on EEC agricultural policret
.1
concerning tobacco.
of New York's designers are bringing back an old
favorite for fall and winter
wear. It's broadcloth, with ibs
smooth and lustuais surface,
its dense weave. Watch for it to compete with jersey all a fall
favorite.

RIB ROAST
4th & 5th
Ribs

Steaks

LB.

ONE COAT
LATEX NOUSE PAINT

I Resort
4-Pronoun
6-Frock
11 Gasped for
breath

13 Leased
15 Symbol for
salver
16-Gravestone
18-Greek letter
—1.5Lttumber
21 Among
22-Note of scale
23 Make bagger
26 in faro, of

Now Only $6.45 gal.
Goes on easier, cotters better,
lasts longer, and dries in just
60 minutes! Self-priming; one
coat does the job on repaints.
Formulated to ward off blistering, peeling, fading. Available
in a wide variety of appealing
colors. GUARANTEED Quality
awswifir

S
KURFEE
PA IA TL
Quality since 1897.

STARKS
ANWAR/

29

(abbr

17 unn of Italian
currency (pi
20 Openwork
fabric

g"
_24-bilmiorafkk
25-Guido's hie

ReteCI

31 Lampreys
33 Printer s
measum
34 Coniunct ton
35 Make lace
38 Posed for
portnmt
39 Neer
40-Einsts

note
27-Hind pert
28-PntOosth0
"
29-(my
30 Gaelic
32 Remain
36 Goal
37 Three base
nits
42 Brother of
Jacob

moisture
47 Loses
50 Babylonian
deity
52 Bucket
53 Man's
56 Norse god
58 Soothes
60 Preposition
61-Move rapidly
63-Sums
65-Prepares for
print
66 Compass point
67 Tiny amount

nickname

44-Worns
46 Earle
48-Sings
rhythmically
49 Permit
51-One opposed
Norse
mythological
king

Pork Chops

54

55-Majority
56-EsClernation
57-Owing
59-Saint (abbr.)
62-Army officer
(abbr.)
64-Hebrew

LB.

month

7 II

Rib End

Portion,

FRESH WHOLE

Pork Roasts

FRYERS

Cod Fillets

Fresh Prime Cut

29t

3-Lb Pkg.

Lb.

Or More

1.b.690

Ground Beef
Store Packed

"790

Sliced Bums .
Midi Odin.Pais
bis Os &vests

10

PRICES GOOD MOW MT
19

. Pride Of Minors

White Corn

17-Os0, 5/$1
71:

9t

Lb.5

JUNE 27

0, BZ1 490
Bisquick s'":"4
ave
Terri Towels JuRnicr 39

POLAROID CAMERA

01104è à'WI
COLD

ASP White Or

6/$1
GASoplden
FrenchStyle
1543z
Green Beans 5/$1
Cans

DOWN
1 Quarrei
2 Boy ethyl ,st
3 Indeltnite
article
4 Substance
5-Dropsy
6-Sprinries wtb
flour

First Cut

NO DIRITI

590
Lb 690
er (-..590
79
Lb

Beef Liver

24

12 '3

41-Ireland island
43-Danish

Sliced

0001 MOM
ULM QUOM OMNI
AOU WUMUMOV4
=MOO BOAZ'
[AT MOA aomu
WOO MAU OMEN!
OM UOM 0061 ViIM
00AVW 0E0 MOM
di AAd OM
dEMA gOURM
OTRIKAUUA 000
zl UJUO WOO
IBLYAO ORMU OAA

7 Note of scale
8-Wde of GeraiM
9-Bend over
10-Place
12 Tensile
strength (abbr.)
14-District Attorney

ACROSS

-MP
411111••-••••
4•10.•••••

Campbell s 1 LL

61

5
Distr. by

United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

POWER

eAp

594

DETERGENT
3-LB. 1.01.
With This Comma

Good At Adair Food Storrs
Good ylust Sat. June 27
Reg. Price With..., CAPPPA
Limit I Coupon Pet Custiorrier

NABeef with VeYei A?
AP10d Sliced

Pork & Beans 631

Save

Gravy

49c

13-0z. Can
Krey
&pre 10d Salisbury Steak with Gravy
13-0z, Can 490
Krey
Frame APAINSVINI 11.48. tans

l's g
12-0:. Boxes

Sesserfisid

Corn Flakes.
ASP Light Chunk

Tuna

GIDC99999CMCV
AJAX LIQUID CLEANER

3/$1
4/$1'

Lobby 5

With This Coupon

Good Ara A&P Food Stores
Good Thrall Sat.. June 27
Reg, Price Without Coupon

(---.E
------'
(
r- )
Litton 1 Coupon Per Customer

NO88068886"

314-0, Cans

Potted Meat

694

4601. BOTTLE

01 Cans
3/ 1
6$

1/$1

invo 101

spin-

- ca.

•

59c

joy Live°Zoi.eti.
Ann Pa
Ketchup

.0i. Botne,
z0

3/$1

MANUFACTURER'S
ORIGINAL SUGGESTED
RETAIL

1

Chshweehgld Liquid ,

-

/$1

A&P Instant

EACH

s 33

COFFEE

OUR PRICE

ki TH $5 DOOR MORE
ADDITIONAL

PURCHASE

vine Ripe

Tomatoes

SAVE at A&P
The first photo of the moon taken from inside a Volkswagen
.,24Q,CKX)..tuiles ctripY.,
- ape Kennedy.
Attention. C
If those lost shots of the moon seemed like a lot
of trdubie,consider taking some from aVolkswagen
Sunroof Sedan.
We believe there are certain advantages.
For instance you II only have to pay o crew of
one to man our craft.
He just stops the ear. Acid ,cranks open the cover.
(His view can be anywhere up to a whopping
390 square inches)
When he's through, he just reaches up and
cranks the cover closed..
(The whole car becomes as airtight and waterproof as our regular VW sedan.)
, Think it over, Cape Kennedy.
Your pictures of the moon cost
over $2 billion to take (-\
cost Me 95
Ours only
_ -

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
-

13001HISTNUTSTREET

MURRAY, KY.

SULTANA

)4

SQUASH

stot

Lb

Yellow

Fresh

s
Peache
Red Rope
Watermelons
B Size
Red...Potatoes
Golden
Bananas.

1
Pea

Ripe

49C

CHEERIOS

394

1S-07. BOX
With This Coupon
Good At A&P Food Stores
Good Them Sat., June 27
Reg, Peke Without Coupcsn
I 'mil 1 Coupon Per custon;er

GUSENCI

SALE PRICED

21b29C

2
990
5 Bag 4W
Lb 150
Lb

Ea

Summer Isle
Sliced __le
binea
roitergempp

3

1
$100
I
Ctns

04-0z. $ 1

opt..

00

SECRET
SPRAY
DEODORANT

Tide
7-0z. CAN
$J09
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FIND ROCK FALL
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Several

AnswePto Yesterday's Puzzle

125ACRYLIC

Our Reg. Retail $7.95 gal.

The state's oil deposits vary
in depth from 40 to 7600 feet,
Walker says. The relatively shallow depth of most of the pools
makes Kentucky attractive todritiers.

MURRAY,KENTUCKY
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C.OUNT SAVINGS, NOT STAMPS.
Prices Good Through July 1st

By Helen Price Stacy
SLADE, Ky. - The Martins
and McCoys got together at Nat.
ural Bridge State Park here to
win first place in the junior divisten of the fourth annual National
Mountain Style Square Dance cow
test.
The square dance team from
Spencer, Tenn, went homeward
with the blue ribbons plus $100
and an additional $50 for Wog
an out-of-state entry in the contest held at the state park every
June and directed by Richard
Jett of West Liberty.
Some 2000 persons representing tourists and dance fans from
many states were on hand to view
the mountain style hoe-downers
and do-el-cio'ers vying for ribbons
and prizes of $25,$50 and $100.
The winning team in the senior
division was the Hill Country Hoedowners made up of dancers from
Powell, Lee and Wolfe Counties.
Second place in the senior
division went to the Ralph Case
Square Dancers from Upper Marlboro, Prince Georges County,
Md. , who proved that a team
could promenade all the way from
the Pentagon in Washington to
Hoedown Island at the Kentucky
Park.
Highlights of the evening included presentation to Larry
Case for his father Ralph Case,
who was unable to be present,
of a Kentucky Colonel's commission by Deputy Commissioner
of Parks George Ganter acting
for Gov. Louie B. Nunn; preset).
tattoo of a brass plaque to Ralph
Case (accepted by Mrs. Case)
by Jett who said that Case was
an important friend to square
dancing and had taught him to
dance more than 15 years ago
in Washington; sell-styled hoedowns by Morgan County's Susie
Whitt of Wrigley who will be 82
July 4 and Steve Bartley of Ezel
who "was about 77 ten years
ago."
Judges for the contest were
Dr. Carl Clark, Lexington, leader of the Buckskin Pioneers dance
team; Estil McNew,Fort Mitchell, leader of the Kentucky Briarhoppers of the Cincinnati TV
show Midwestern Hayride, and
Dennis Abe, College Park, Md.,
who Is a part of the approximately 500-club square dance association in the metropolitan Washington area.
The crowd was so large it
filled the bleacher seats at the
Island patio, overflowed onto the
dance floor and park grounds
and even found perches in limbs
of trees surrounding the island.
Other winners in the junior
division were Wheeler Dealers,
Leeco, Ky., second; Foottalls
Scramblers, Rogers, Ky., third,
and Fall Creek Falls Hoedownars, Sparta, Tenn., fourth.
Third place winners in the senior division were Plsquali View
Ranch Dancers, Candler, N. C.,
and fourth place went to Powell
County (Ky.) Promenaders.
Winners in the individual hoe.
downer contest were Mike Martin, Spencer, Tenn. Lisa Briscoe, Leeco, Ky., James Combs, Stanton, Ky. and Sandra Martin, Spencer, Tenn., who were
awarded $100,$50,$25 and ribbon respectively in the junior
division.
Senior division hoedown winners were, in order from first
place, Charles Rogers Leeco,
Ky., Sebert Gilbert, Stanton, Ky.,
Darrell Rogers, Leeco, Ky. and
Phyllis Heltenhouser, Candler,
N.C.
Hoedown island Saturday night
was a place of ruffles, curls and
hairbows, whiteshirted men with
checkered handkerchiefs in Illy
pockets, country music,toe-tapp.
lug and handclapping - all proof
that a "mountain dance is friendship set to music,"

Deerwood Pickling

VINEGAR
Gal

•

RED POTATOES

TURNIP GREENS

CHERRY PIE
FILLING
2L-oz. can

ONE REGULAR SIZE :
Regular Retail Value

Axil=

39c

39'

• UNIT OK COUPON PEP UNIT puevesto
e ; coerce twins on _ 7-l-70_

KrSy
I VIENNA iAUSAGE
4;r:st
4oo
Lipton Low Calorie

This coupon redeemable only at

TEA MIX
790

Parker's

5-oz. Jar

LIMN, pONELESS

STEW

79c ,h

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Ma&
sive rock slides in underground
passageways may block recovery of the bodies of 76 Wed
Virginia coal miners for another two years.

NYE RECALLw
aouthMONTREAL (UP
,saw pitcher Rich Nye has bear
recalled by the Montreal Expos
from their Winnipeg farm club
to replace Mike Wegener who
becins 10 days of military duty,

NEW

ORANGE JUICE
CREAM PIES
BABY LIMAS
CUT CORN

FIND ROCK FALLS

Bureau of Mines officials saia
Wednesday rescue war kers In
No. 9 Mine of the oust.,kinauon
Coal Co. at Farmington, W.Va.,
Whad encountered huge rock falls
!that will take many months to
'clear.
; The miners were trapped by
tan underground explosion and
:ftre around Thanksgiving, 1968.

49c

YELLOW, SWEET TENDER

KREY ALL-MEAT

FRESH GROUND
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-INCAPORE (1.P1).
doormen at ";iiigaporr
leading hotels have cosmopolitan clothing shies.
I lie Sling Court Hotel's
doorman is attired as an I lith
eirs London gentleman and
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-ism. other
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ut In the newts created
ALUMNI APPRECIATION - Barkley Jones of Mayfield (left), immediate past presi•
bake Louise Ltd. Some
dent of the Murray State University Alumni Association, is presented a certificate of aprart• if the new development
ontelation for his service during 1969-70 by the new president, Richard Petty of Nashville.
li was approsed after a
Petty was installed to replace Jones at the annual alumni banquet on the campus May
1.111.1a ins itation I's the \ation
30. Shown in the background Is the plague inscribed with the names of all past presidents
Parks branch oil
al .11111 Iii .t.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: There is one thing'that has irked me for
13 years My son's wife makes a point of seating HER
father at the head of the table whenever she has a dinner
party.
I have sworn to myself that the next time she does this I
would get up and leave, but I never do. I am afraid one of
these times I will burst.
This son of mine is no slouch. He's a big, handsome guy.
Former football player, a good husband, and has a good job.
He is also a gentleman. Perhaps It 'would be best if I, just
refused future invitations to dinner. Am I a fool?
IRKED NO END
DEAR IRKED: I wouldn't call you a "fool"-but I do
think you are needlessly exercised over a trivial incident.
Rather than indicating a lack of respect for her husband If
that's what you read into your daughter-in-law's seating
arrangementl perhaps she is attempting to show "special
respect" to her father. The two are not necessarily
"competing." In any case, it's her dinner table, and if her
husband feels put down, let HIM speak up.
DEAR ABBY: When a woman takes a married man
away from his wife and family, do you think that woman can
ever be happy with that man? .
SAN CARLOS
DEAR SAN: Sometimes. She's like the woman who buys
a secondhand washing machine. She doesn't care where it
came from-as long as it works.
DEAR ABBY: I think you are wrong! I taught my
children to answer the telephone with, "WHO IS THIS?" And
if the party on the other end doesn't identify himself, I tell
my children to hang up.
This telephone is installed for MY convenience, and I see
no reason why people should object to identifying themselves.
They wouldn't think of calling a business office and asking to
talk to the boss without identifying themselves first!
STATEN ISLAND

.11

NATIONAL AWARD WINNERS - Two Murray State
University students who won national awards at the Phi
Beta ti„,ambd• convention in Philadelphia this week ars
shown on .the campus with on* of the Plaques of rommal•
tion. They are: Beverly Green and Roger Perry, both of
Benton Route 1. She was chosen Miss Future Business Esecutive and he was named Mr. Future Business Teacher.
Perry, a senior pre-law student, also won two top awards
last year. Miss Green Is a junior pharmacy and business
m•lor. Murray State also won two chapter awards during the
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
meeting.
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Community Camping Demonstraa
ntal Health,
Lion Trial-Run Scheduled
+Bluegrass Assn, for Mental
By Dee Giannini
DEAR STATEN: Listen carefully, please:
Retardation,
• Staff Writer
I, too, believe all telephone callers should identify
+Fayette County Public SchFRANKFORT, Ky. - Camping
a, themselves. We disagree only on what the child is taught to
A
' means summertime fun for child- ools,
say when he answers the telephone. In my opinion, "WHO IS
+ Frankfort State Hospital Schren but not necessarily so for
THIS?" is rude.
the mentally retarded or for you- ool.
A simple "HELLO" is proper, after which the caller is
Included in the program is a
nasters with adjustment difficulgiven a chance to identify himself, and ask, "May I speak to
two-week training session for the
ties,
year mother?" If the caller does not Identify himself, the
The Department of Mental Hea- staff-graduate students at UK's,
child should then ask. "Who is calling, PLEANE?" This
lth and other agencies interested College of Education doing work
should offend no one.
in mental retardation and adjust- In special education,and professBut • child who answers the phone with, "WHO IS
ment difficulties, will start a ionals from other agencies,
Also scheduled are ftve weeks
THIS?" offends many.
I camping program for such childof day camping at several sites
ren this summer.
Spokesmen say nature's built- within a 17 county region, and a
DEAR ABBY: I applaud your stand on "drop in" callers.
medium for relaxation, enjoy- week of evaluation,
in
Keep it up. I don't even go to my door anymore. When they
Miss Heide Heideman, coorment and learning show children
phone later to say' they "heard" someone inside, I say,
how to work with one another, dinator of outdoor education for
sweetly, "0, if you had called beforehand I would have gone
. They also learn that arithmetic the Kentucky Department of Mento my door."
is necessary when you must plan tal Health, says the community
I resent their taking away our option to see them or not
enough for a cookout. Nature camping demonstration was set
as WE choose. But maybe that's their idea: 'MONTEREY
hikes, of course, help them dis- up with the following goals:
+To show groups how Maw
cover the world around them.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
The eight-week demonstration nearby facilities to provide ouN.,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal,
of the novel plan started June 15 door learning experiences for
Mete. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
and actively involves the follow- children who need it. .
+To incorporate sit-eh leanenvelope.
ing agencies.
+Central Kentucky Mental He- ing experiences with outdoor fun.
+To use - such activities to
altb-Mental Retardation Board.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
learn ,,,about the children, their
University
CollKentucky,
of
"Row to Write Letters for AU Occasions," send St to
personalities and their limits.
ege of Education.
Abby. Beg OM& Los Angeles. Cal. 10069.
stud to relate the-informa•Kentucky Department of Me.
tion to other areas of their development.
+To show that an eqtupment
kit can be developed for trained
people to use in the outdoor
experience program,
+To prove that-combined comprehensive yout staff tranang
will work, •
Serin rilLy
+ To show that such day -amp
learning
experience will ;,e113
This column . of questions and answers on .fetfera
the
:,any paid
children fit into resident Amp
ir penSinr.. then
tax matters is plot ided bv the local office of the I
or regular camp situation.,„
•1 4.,
11 receke
III
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a poidli
Ifoweser, if
Miss Heideman says the amp
`hr. cost of program will be decentralize:so
service 'to taxpaters. The column answers ,piestion,
r
irthat a session involvina 32 or 16
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
n. ta.abte
children will be made ur,of small
•
• ••
menertriorad - of it hr
dart fte tat camp groups of six to eiott,billQ) How do I go about checkren with two or three trdined
I'd been planning on as her
iirline ticket.7
ing on a missingl,refund?
wedding gift. sill she ha... to
counselors in charge.
been months since I sent in
pay tax on ii 7
a Federal es.
"Eacal small camp will tapro!
my return.
nkt olouktet,hle -vided with sufficient
• :os4
No, a glf*,
not tasa'd ,
equ4ment
ti',, rerurns
and leadership to allow for autoto the r.
A If it has heen more 0 an
don,r
tho
is
w..er
gift
a
npmouS
flexible progranaram„
ten weeks sine, you rria leii
QI ha',' a panel truck I
is
has to !Ile a
rs leo
"Programs will bepLtanedtuld
your return. a r,te ¶he
'It repair business.
U.
a
c,"
ii
ha,..
rrIly
and
center where the return
ried out by campers
I -ml ,tihiert to the highwa),
mire
, it ii
f
tas (oft
filed. Be sure to g,ve yo ,r
s ors together. Develomm a
use ta ^
.-1,1h.
firiirierty
are
name, address, soeial
ho e campsite and small -riJup
same .g'-n' rid rules
pan,
trurks do
number and the approximat,
liv
out-of-doors will for::. the
ii.• :we urn ii'eight
date the return was
basis
Q) Sex eral companies
daily camp prom taaaa
•
• • i.• •-•:••i. t to
my ssay to their plants on conQ) la it true a farmer won't
. r,i,ks are
•
interwith
job
nection
she
some
co
to
e7lcall
am
ied
ping, she as:,
be able to deduct his conser.aout%if...so. Can I consider all of
rioor education. Gampaar tat, iam
tion expenses under the ne.
Jr.,
la 111,
these
la
4 the
trips
children that learning,
tax law?
[4: tni,on.e for the !oh I firialk took'
_..e.specially important in Ma -ems
A The previnon you
A
' :A the mentally retarded 55r;t1,f,,e
about only liffeets some fair,
•
with adjustment diffi, ultia .
-ers when they sell furrea.
at a jorofit In these case,,,
aroups were hose!,
farmer who sells land o,r ,
ability to lunation well to
:a.m.
five years or less is requoro
and to solve the pro!!.
,f
to treat gain on the sales a,
',lain:: out-of-doors,
ordinary' income to the extent
aampsitea were :ma- ta; on
of certain conservation ex
the Mists of availabilit:„
penses made after 196,9. Fr
tae
area's aneed for SIJ 1 ti apr •I •r.ci,,
/pland owned from six to ,ter,
ramp ahawano Iii
yirars, a decreasing percent
age of these expenses must he
OWItY, private farmland u.
Ili I'm noa retired and ha,
°way, ramp BurlIAITIV5,: I:
14 pension frOM 111$
reported as ordinary income
add i t ion to ,
til
owity and, bake I•orr
orial
The ism makes no charge
%ill an) of tho, b. takal.le'
,f,arrard co, were sele, tem
when the and is owned for
I Thirteen surroundina or
more than ten yintrs
'lake stock m Antere
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ltu I
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Favor Neutral
,Strike Panel
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(Editor's Note: Transportation
strikes affecting airlines, railroad), trucking and shipping have
been costly to many segments of
the economy besides the parties
directly involved. Laws and arbitration machinery ..to protect
the public against such stoppages
have failed many times. Representative Gerald Ford of Michigan
has introduced an Administration
proposed bill H. R. 16226, which
would provide that as a list
resort, labor-management disputes in basic transportation industries be settled by a panel
of three neutral persons. Business owners responding to the
National Federation of Independent Business poll react this way:
70 percent favor passage,22 percent oppose the bill and 8percent
voice no opinion.)
'Transportation strikes place a
heavy burden on the smaller independent firms without the resources to maintain heavy inventories to meet the crisis created
by such disruptions. And the current tight money, high interest
situation aggravates the problem
they face when the flow of goods
dries up.
Federal laws designed to protect the public from transportation stoppages have failed too
often, President Nixon has said.
As witness three longshoremen's
strikes last year, the continuing
wildcat Teamsters' trucking strike, the recent air traffic cootrollers' "sick out", and lastminute Congressional action which forestalled a nationwide rail
strike or lockout in March.
The Administration's proposed
entiitinn, introduced in Congress
by Representative Gerald For d of
Michigan, includes an anti-strike
settlement procedure calling for
a panel of three neutral persons
to decide which of the final offers — from manaoitnpat or from
labor — should settlithe dispute.
This would be used as a last
resort in five major transportation industries.
This legislation has won endorsement from 70 percent of the
independent business proprietors
polled by the National Federation
fiof Independent Business. Only 22
percent oppose this measure,
while 8 percent reserve their
opinion.
Poll returns from Kentucky
businessmen 69 percent support.
ing the bill, 24 percent dissenting and 7 percent undecided.
The "final offer selection procedure" of the bill would impose
a settlement by requiring that the
final offer from one side or the
other be chosen by the neutral
panel. Members of the panel
would be selected by the disputants themselves, or by the President, if they could not agree.
Work stoppages that haveplagued airline, rail, trucking, and
maritime industries would
avoided. Work stoppages in the
air and rail industries alone
have occurred on the average
of more than once a year since
1947, the President's study inlicated.
President Nixon said, in announcing the proposal, "The final
offer selection procedure would
guarantee a conclusive settlement without a dangerous work stoppage. But, unlike arbitration,
it would also provide a strong,
• incentive for labor and vpanagement to reach their ONE/il accommodation at an earlier stag(
sd the bargaining."
The fact that the President
might select the three panel members apparently influenced some
of the businessmen against the
proposal, figuring that Administration leanings (either pro-labor
or pro-management) could result
in injustice to one side.
legislation which
Various
would end national strikes which
threaten the public's health and
safety has been proposed toLon-'
gre.ss for some years now, to no
avail. A big majority of independent businessma favor the
binding settlement provisions of
Representative Ford's bill to put
an end to crippling transportation
shutdowns.
According to the VA, veterans
received more than 230,000 VA
guaranteed and direct loans in the
amount of about $4.2 billion in
fiscal year 1969.
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*
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*
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49'
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12 oz.

79"
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lb.
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GAL65
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39'
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KING
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1 lb.

SE AL TE ST
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49c
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See Details
on Display
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3LB89
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Le 59'
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SELF RISING
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3
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2/25c
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39'
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200cT. 29c
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Travel topics

Going native is OK
but not saying it
by MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-No one
expects every American on vacation to be an expert on foreign affairs, languages, customs
and traditions. But you may
add much to the enjoyment of
travel abroad by learning something about the people and
places you intend to visit.
Probably even more important, such an obvious interest
in the other fellow's problems
and way of life sciuld hdi
erase the image of the selfcentered "Ugly American'
which still survives in son*.
areas.

MURRAY
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shake is becoming increasingly
popular. however.
In many countries, particularly in the major cities and big
towns, people generally dress
much more conservatively than
Americans usually do at home.
So leave the aloha shirts and
shorts in the closet and save
the casual wear for traveling or
the beaches and mountainsAnd never, never wear haircurlers n public.
If your sightseeing plans include places of worship, observe
local traditions. Despite the
recent relatations on dress by
/tome, women in Europe are
•st11- expected to cover their
heads and aims (and no miniskirts or slacks) when visiting
Roman Catholic churches. Before entering Moslem mosques,
you are expected to take your
shoes off. .Bonit smoke or take
pic,tiires unless permission is
granted.

And you may - as I have -1
nake many new and interesting
friends.
Actually, it is not all that
difficult to double as an unofficial ambapador of goodwill
for the United Slates while
enjoying yourself.
The main thing to remember is that you are a guest in a
ou will have to leave your
foreign country and that the shoes outside in Japan. too,
judged
be
may
States
United
when visiting homes, inns, reson the impression you make. It taurants, tea and geisha houses
works both ways - you prob- and other places which mainably will base your opinion of tain the old customs.
the country on the people you
Table manners differ, too.
meet and how they act.
It is not considered proper to
no
have
should
Usually you
pick up a piece of fried chicken
language problems in most with your hand in certain Europopular tourist destinations a- pean countries. But if you
broad - a surprising number of should .be invited to dinner in
local residents speak at least some areas of the Middle East,
some English. But it really it is customary to use your
doesn't take too long to learn hand (the right one only - the
some common xhrases like left is taboo) to take what you
"good morning, "thanks," want from a communal pot
'excuse me,' "goodbye" and and transfer the food to your
even "where is the bathroom, mouth.
please'"
It not only is flattering to
Here are scene other general
your hosts but you might be guidelines that could help you
pleasantly surprised at how Ca- avoid embarrassing yourself or
rr they will be to be extras offending your hosts:
helpful.
- Don't take photocraphs
And you will he a lot more of people or places without
comfortable - and enjoy your- prior approval. Some people in
self more - if you know some- Asia andeAfrica object on rething about local customs and ligious grounds. In other countraditions. They differ from tries, particularly in Eastern
country to country and conti- Europe, pictures may be pronent to continent.
hibited because of propaganda
instance, Europeans or military security reasons.
hands (just a quick
- Don't refer to Europeans,
pump) with men and women Asians and other non-AmetIr
evnri time they meet, and they cans as "natives." You probably
will be impressed if you give won't mind being identified as
them your calling end Some, a native of the United States
particularly in Italy, still kiss but would resent being called
milady's hand and in Eastern an American native. And never
Europe men and women often call a porter, waiter or anyone
are wekomed with a bear hug else in Asia or Africa "boy"and a buss on the cheek.
it is regarded as a derogatory
In Asia, the generally accep- term associated with the days
ted greeting is folding the hands of colonialism.
as in prayer and slightly inclin- Don't brag about how
ing the bead. In Japan, how- great everything is in the United
other
the
unless
ever, you bow
mates while putting down
offers his hand rust everything that is not Ameripersonii eeper the bow, the more can.
respectful. The Western hand-
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Quotes From The News
By UNIT= Pltiaa INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON -Marine Corps Lt. unaries sazbe, writing to his
father, Sae William B. Saabs, R-Ohlo:
"If the war doesn't end soon, I see an underground development
that 'odd seek to disrigut the country with arson, sabotage and
assassination."
BATON ROUGE, La. -Louisiana State Rep. Archie Davis,
fighting proposals to drop racial labels from blood supplies in
state hospitals to conform with Health, Education and Welfare
Department guidelines:
"It's nothing but a Communist party, that HEW is, from the
ground floor up."
Denver - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew saying the proposal
oy repeal the Gulf of Todd Resolutioni
"I have never felt the rdsolution was of any great significance.
The powers of the President are clearly defibed and attempts
to usurp these powers by Senate doves can't help but have a
harmful effect on our prestige everywhere."
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CEUSHED STONE ar
Gill, we deliver one
1,060. Fred Gardner

fiALE OR TRAI
ossi
E
r nide gn3oery de
for farm.
Mons 753-7053.

enclosed
3- '0.1.4M-0
kjul for fun or uae f
ease. Also baby basins
An end lump chair. Pt
8111.
s
RillagTERED quarts”
Are year old dun. Gre
daughter of Oklahoma
Phone 733-7426 after 3

furnitu

1,00M
Phone 435-4
=1
•

OC

19
PEACHES
FLOUR 5BLABG490
FL(111 25031.89
FRESH LL

10111 ell Birk*
Iob No. I dr 7. Phone
851-331111.

WANTED TO II
WOULD LIKE to hi-.
4 bunk beds l'hime

NOTICE

t
SIEz
B

290 t

P
SCOTT

=

ARAL 1111TATIII POE

LB

PKG

450
ICE MIK
WAXEts
PAPEr2ROFILTIE
2p490

TABLE with kaiaks
chairs, used two
733-0805.

FRESH

MRS. HUBB AR D

REEL FOOT

HI neighbor! Tried R
be for elamiag carp
awe Rent electric sh
$1. Western Auto, H
"Me Milani Weir.

FOR SALE OR T'RAI
lots. on Blood River, vi
$1300.00. Consider cal
travel trotter or tracks
full value es trade. Ph
5534.

[

WIENERS.JOHNSON

DUE TO ILLNESS—P
small business. Fresh p
Livery to local artebli
Dan be managed on a p
basis. All equipment
Phase atter 5 p. m. T

GEESE for ado Ceil

c AMMER
FRYERS
26
WHOLE

FLUFFY soft and bri
carpets cleaned with B
tre. Beet electric ab.amp
Big K.

LB.

3 LBS.
OR MORE
L 8,

GRADE "A"

"aw
16.411

PROBLZILS: We I
Apply new ro
Fibratad Aaph
for only 3 es
foot. Seals oat
eard reduces
h7
airs be years Aak ab
del 30 gall= drum
Paint awe.
I: .•
.11

BEOROOM SUITE, goo
Phase 7534800.

CHUCK

U. S. INSPECTED

potbe cbs
Call 753-1518

TWO twin hods, spit
mailroom 18,000 BTU
air tooditiosier. rill II
eprg metros end
New maple
Table sad four chairs
7534729.

SLICED

9c

GIT. JAR

9C
79

EMGES
PIONEER
SL ICED
LEI.
STEAKS

PO; SALO

tags

09

SIRLOIN

A
c025c
8

LL BRA

DILUE
-A Physician who has examined the Soyuz 9 cosmonauts, commenting on the variety of Ill effects which showed up
after their record-breaking 18 days in space
"In a word, the adaptation of man to conventional conditions
after a long Journey in space is not so simple afterall."

U. S. PRIME

5 LB. BAG 59c

•

ghat

'11_4"frA
tic15tg-bl1

U. S. PRIME
ROUND
LB.

GODCHAUX S 1
LB.
10 SAG

11111

901

LIBERTY

TREASURf CHEST STAMPS

s

Al 10 OZ

MAS

LIBERTY COUPON
'This Coupon Worth

On
Any
20' WATERMELON

LibERTY COUPON

2 FR

To E

DAIRY

50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With Coupon & 3.00 Purchase
From Our Drug Rock.

at'

BRING YOUR-

-for tickets to I

VOID AFTER JUNE 30th.

VOID AFTER JUNE 30th.

cycles.

THE LEDGEd & TIDIES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PROBLEMS: We have the
. Apply new roof with
-1Cles Elbrated Amp
bar only 3 cents _foot. Seals out rain, to
and reduces Warier
by 15 degrees.
mrs for nein. A& about'pa
dal 30 gallon dram price at
Paint Mere
June-.25-C

1969 FORD Galaxie 500 2-Door Hardtop. Air, steering
and brakes. $2.377.00.
1170 OPEL Rally Sport. Radio. 4-speed. $2,177.00.
1965, CHRYSLER Newport 4-Door Sedan. Power steering.
brakes and air. $1.077.00.
1965 CORVAIR 2-Door. 3-speed. $577.00.

PROFESSIONAL Panting. Interior and exterior. References.
Freeestimates. Phone 753-3466.
July-124

1065 CORVAIR 4-Door. Automatic. $677.00.
1963 CHEVY II 4-Door. Sharp. $677.00.

THE TRUE STORY of Western
Reattach moo/whiners during
WOULD like to do baby sitting prohibition will be bold in "The
. .Now
for one child in your home Moonshine War". .Theatre.
J-34-C Showing at the capri
Phone 753-1622.

IR neighbor! Tried Blue Lustre for claming carpets? It's
super! Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
J-24-C
"The Wiataing Well".

SEVENTEEN year old boy
wants yards to mow. Phone 753- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
J-27-P rent $10.00 monthly, rent ap3575.
plies to purchase. Used spinet
pianos and organs. lamardo
Piano Company "Your Complete Music Store". Paris and
BUSH1HOGGING, tree trimming Martin, Tennessee.
and removing, setting meter
11-.1-35-C
base poles. Also garbage pick
.7-30-C
up. Call 4363404.
BELTONE factory fresh hearing ad batteries for all make
herring aids, Wallis Drugs.
E14-T-C

TWO twin beds, wirings and
mattresses. 18,000 BTU Gibson
air conditioner. Full lin bed,
sprlogs, mattress and chest of
dranierir New maple dresser.
Table and four chairs. Phone
J-24-P
7534729.
BEDROOM SUITE, good condiJ-24-C
tion. Phone 753-5990.

FOR SALE OR TRADE: Two
lots on Blood River, valued at
$1200.00. Consider car, truck,
travel trailer or tractor of the
full value as trade. Phone 436J-29-C
5534.

FREE. FREE, see a genuine
moonshine whiskey still on display in the Capri Theatre lobby.
No ticket purchme necessary
to as the still. Hours: Mon.
thru Fri.-7:00 p. in. 'til 10:00
RLOOR SANDING and &NW p. in.; SM. & Sun. 1700 p. a.
Mg, now and old floors, wad
10:00 p. m.
J-23-C
guaranteed, 26 years merino*
Jobe Taylor, Wings, Eautudiy, ELECTROLUX SALES es SerRoute 2. 42011E phone MIEN vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky, C
Jneeil K. Sanders. Phone 382-2468
Lynnville, Kentucky.
July-32C

1966 FAIRLANZ OT, Ford, Sib
Cu. Inch, 4-apeed trampled..
See at 508 South 11th, MAN
1966 CORVETTE Sting Bay convertible, four speed, 327. Good
Phone
753-8417.
condition.
Bruce Gillespie, 1610 West
J-34-C
Olive.

APPLICATIONS are now being
taken for Licensed Practical
Nurses and Nurse Aids. Apply
at West View Nursing Home,
1401 South 16th St., Murray,
J-26-C
Kentucky.

Central
Paving Co.
FREE ESTIMATE

7 5 3 - 4 t 99
1965 ammourr coomwaMe,
V-8 automatic, power steering
1966 BRIDGESTONE, motor. mW brakes. LIMON ricently
cycle 50 Sport. In good condi overhauled, paw°. Phone
J-35-E Pwryear, Tenn, 2474247.
tALPhone 7534596.
304
SMALL quarter horse
ready to show. AIWA char
pieei country pleasure mare,
liacimey pony stud. Phone after 6:00 p. an. 753-1348 or 753J-25-C 1966 FORD LTD four door hard9580.
top, power brakes and power
steering, air conditioning, vinyl
roof, low mileage, 307 North
16th Street, phone 7524849 after 500 p. in.
3415-C

WANTED: baby sitter with
two children, my home, five day
wet, $20.00. Call at 107 South
CRUSHED STONE and sand 9th Street.
Call, we deliver one ton or
LET AVON take you on a were
1,000. Fred Gardner 7534319
H-1TC bon! A few hours each week
selling Avon Cosmetics now
could mean a holiday in style
Later on. Call quickly, collect
atter 7 p. at., 365-9424, Mrs.
Janet Kunick, or write Route
2, Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky.
J-36-C
TRUCK DRIVERS, (Staright or
Semi). Experienced helpful but
not necessary. Now you can earn
$4.50 an bout and up after
short training; for local and
over-the-road hauling. For application write: Nation Wide
Semi Division, Suite 214, Ma
sloe Bldg. 121 New Circle Rd.,
Lexington, Ky. 40605, or
LLVDIG ROOM fimmitant. Good N. E.,
call (608) 299-6912, after 5 p. ma.
ciehtion. Phone 425-4356.
J-214C (606) 252-3484.

WANTED: women, full time for
collection department Must be
experienced in all phases of
direct toail and telephone collections. Salary plus bonus. Apply at The Credit Bureau of
Murray, 208% 4th, Murray or
J-29-C
telephone 7534572.

MANAGER TRAINEE

Complete Line of
Wedding Apparel

Well established local consumer finance company has
opening for young man between 21 and 28 years of
age. This is a career opporttinity in an expanding field
for anyone who likes to work
with people Must have neat
appearance, good personality
and not be afraid of he rd
work. Paid vacations, group
Insurance and many other
benefits.
advantages -and

• ••

Phone 5271624

WATERS EVERYONE
WANT TO RENT, race three
or four bedroom home. Must
be large with dining zoom and
den. Phone 7534171 from 8:00
a. in. till 4:00 p. in., Monday
J-26-C
through Friday.

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif.
(UPO- The valedictorian for
the class of 1970 at graduation
ceremonies at Newport Harbor
High 'School had just began her
addralis Wednesday.
was
Magnussom
Roberta
telling the 550 graduating
seniors and a bleacher full of
parents and relatives, "in spite
of the insanity of day-to-day
living . . ." when it happened.
The automatic lawn sprinkler
system began its nightly task
and watered just about el/err:foe
for two minutes.

SHOP WITH USl

or Apply at 1100 Main St.
Benton, Kentucky
J-27-C

1968 DATSUN pick-up truck
(the little hustler). Two
to choose from. Both
extra nice. Only $1296.
1967 DATSUN pick-up. Up to
30 miles per galloo.
West Coast mirrors.
This is an outstanding
truck. Only $1095.00.
1.988 VW, automatic and air
conditioning. Extra
clean. Local oar. Only
21506.00.
1968 OPEL Sport
Nice $1295.00.

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.196 and
25.200: Notice is hereby elves
that a report of Final settlement of account, was on
June 22, 1970 filed by Deccere Caidwell, Executrix of the
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfurEstate of W. C. Caldwell, Deed.,
nished apartments across from
and that the same has been
Wenview Nursing Home, South
approved by the Calloway Co18th Street Two bedrooms,
bath, utility room, cerpeted, sir unty Court and ordered_ftled
Any
conditional, with stove, refrig- to lie over for exceptioeis.
exany
file
to
person
desiring
and
disposal
garbage
eretor,
ception thereto will do so on
dishwasher. Call: 753-4974.
J-2S-C OT before July 27, 1970 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hasid this =id
4iiay of June, 1970.
By: Marvin Harris,
County Court Clerk,
HOUSE, three miles north of
Calloway County,
Murray, Coles Camp Ground
Kentucky
R.Phone Mayfield 247-2539.
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP
UNFURNISHED five room *12111
Partment, 202 South
NOTICE
Street. Pho.oe 753-3864 or 752In accordance with Kentucky
J-254 Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
8044 or 436-2150.
hereby given
ONE YEAR old, two bedroom 25.200: Notice is
Final settleapaexpent furnished or unbmr- that a report of
was on
accounts
of
ment
J-30-C
753-7550.
Phone
nislymi
June 22,.1970 filed by MsLARGE NICE furnished one vious B. Martin, Jr., Executor
bedroom apartment. Carpeted of the Estate of Hattie Cook
and air conditioned. Located Beale, Der'cl.,
and that the same has been
100 South 13th Street. Kelly's
J-26-C approved by the Calloway CoPeat Control.
unty Court and ordered filed
THREE BEDROOM home with to lie over for exceptions. Any
baseman* and gas furnace, on- person desiring to file any exfurmshelLat 302 North 7th ception thereto will do so on
Street, $75.00 per month. Phone or before July 27, 1970 or be
J-28-C forever barred.
•
753-1503.
Witness my hind this 22nd
day of June, 1970.
By Marvin Harris,
County Court Clerk,
-Calloway County,
Kentucky
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP

Mileege rate
NEW YORK (I II) Hertz
1- offering Amen, aid 1 :InAian citizens a one-aeek 111111111hed mileagr rdie
m car
rrntnis in
Vie,km haope.
1 he cost is $711 1.,,r %eel, phis
gasoline.

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement of accounts was on
June 22, 1970 filed by James
M. Thurmond, Executor of the
State of Luke H. Holland.
Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptione. Any
potion desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on
or before July 27, 1970 or be
forever barred.
Witness my band this 22nd
day of June, 1970.
By: Marvin Harris,
County Court Clark,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
BY: Judith MAW, DC

JACtut. HtiatES
WASHINGTON (CPO- With
a kiss- on the lips from Air
The VA says a recent law,
Force Secretary, Robert C. PL 91-241, limits the amount
aviatrix
famed
Jr.,
Seamans
the agency may withhold from
Jacqueline Cochran has been veterans' disability compensaawarded the Legion of Merit tion checks to recoup military
and granted retirement from disability severance pay.
the Air Force Reserves.
that U. 1.
Seamans, after listening at a The VA suggests
who reInsurance
policyholders
long
a
to
ceremony
Pentagon
VA compensation or pencitation recounting her achieve- ceive
may want to cooments, said: "To put it more sion payments
simply, Jackie, you have done a sider having their insurancepremitin4 deducted from their moohelluva job."
I N.), checks.

Coupe.
BATHLESS DROPS-OFF. AND AS HE
ROLLS OVER,THE LENS OF HIS
GROGG1NSCORE 1$ OiSL006E0„,

1347.1N. IN THE YAWN SUN yvITH
NOTHIN1' BUT GORGEOUS GA
7' LOOK AT CAN MAKE YA
DROWSY 3 YAWN
1964 CHRYSLER 300 V-8
hardtop coupe. Exceptionally clean. Local
car, only $895.00.
1983 PONIIAC Catalina 4door hardtop. Automatic and power steering.
Specie& $200.011.
1960 FORD pick-up truck.
Special $150.00.
1163 VW. Load cer. Clean,
$595.00.
1969 DATSUN 4-door sedan,
96 HP, radio, four speed
Irenanisdon. Two to
choose from. $1396.00
DATSUN 4-door sedan,
1300 aeries, aix conditioning, new tires, 31,
000 mikes, $996.00.

Lassiter-McKinney
Dataun

COULD THE
SKELETON
PLEASE
REMOVE
ITS SHOES
AND HAT?

THIS FLOATING
??
IT SEEMS
TO HAVE

SUNK!!

,

r
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Boneless
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BONELESS. ROLLED PROTEN

•••••••11.11••••

•

more, to permit banks to try to New bagpie service
with
deposits
new
attract
NEW YORK (UPI)—Pasaenhigher interest rates.
Shortly after the opening, the gers from East Coast cities need
PI
marketwide Indicator no longer wait for their baggage
showed a loss of 0.69 per cent on arrival at San Juan, Puerto
on 310 issues crossing the tape. Rico, under a new service introOf these, 170 declined, 61 duced by Pan AmericarrWorld
Airways.
gained.
The airline guarantees deIn the chemical group, Dtj
4 to 117%. Hake livery directly to hotels for 65
1
Pont gave up /
Carbide and Allied Chemical cents a bag, with a minimum
also fell 'es each to 34% suxi charge of 81.25, plus a gratuity
of $I a room for the bellboy.
16%, respectively.
U.S. Steel dipped Lir to 31.4la The charges may be added to
but Armco edged up 14 to 21%. the hotel bill.
Bethlehem was unchanged al
22%.
more than 2 apiece Tuesday,
oils, Jersey did not open in initial dealings
Among
the
4 to 56%
1
Standard slipped /
American Airlines slipped %
with Texaco down % to 26% to 18/
4, while TWA held
1
and Atlantic Richfield 1/s lo
unchanged at 11%. Lockheed
at 49%. Occidental also fell
climbed /
4 to 8% in the
1
to 14'el.
aerospace group.
Ford eased % Ira 42% in th
In the electronics, Control
automotive group, but General Data dipped % to 38%.
Motors and Chrysler. which keel

BIGGEST

SALE OF THE YEAR
Aloods

rho- . ,ledoe of,
and their in-1
faIre make,
to of-I
sugges-I
ma -7igement in
the lot Loan!
..m. ndnazement team
hro.
:

49c 1/4 PC
PORK I
LEAN. CENTE

BEGINS
THURSDAY MORNING

,89t

SLICED

Wiggins says we must sell everything in present
stock, regardless of price. The road construction has interfered, but we have a large parking lot south of the store.

AL:. !CIF

s109I BoLooF,

AIANtiiiii STEAKS

The Prin
Source of
In Murra3
Calloway(
United Press

INS
RNITURE

,
'
t•fen

SLICED AS re' k

CHUCK ROAST 1,, cut
SHOULDER ROAST

—
Advisory Board
..•
:no-anent was made
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
'sees, Branch Man- opened
lower in moderate
expressed the op- turnover today.
" lea.lership of
Worry about corporate liquidity --triggered by the Penn
Central's bankruptcy proceedings, again was expected to
weigh on the market despite a
move by the Federal Reserve
reassure
Board (FRB) to
creditworthy corporate borrowers that commercial banks
would have enough funds to
meet demands.
The
FHB late
Tuesday
on
ceiling
the
suspended
interest rates which commercial banks may pay on short
term deposits of $100,000 or

as

"Bob" Peery

MEATS •

Mt

Today's
Stock Market

JUNE 34, 1915'

f

.
,
,
SWANNS MA:....
TENDER PROTEN

•

Fm Pan,

as
WASHINGTON, D. C.,- A new est Products As.sociation.
•
•
engineerindustrial
the
During
residential foundation system,
!
which can be built in frozen, Mg phase of the program, FHA
wet or muddy ground, is winn- monitored the proeress closely ,
backed the loan L:onimit•Lening recognition as a major tech•
laical breakthrough. The Federal is under Title 233 of its
Housing Administration has app.. irnental housing prof rani.
Conclusions based Le C.,
roved its nationwide use under
the agency's regular home mort., dustrial engineerins stud. . -gage insurance programs. FHA ed that use of shop Libre-cite.
previously had approved the sys- treated wood components
about
tem under its experimental ho- ed foundation costs by
It also showed thlt. if the Ia'Vok.
using ProgramQualification for regular FHA foundation were site fabric des eL1L— se •
mortgage insurance programs and erected, the cost v.see;
enables wide use of the new sys- about $265 less than a
tem. Approval also will afford able masonry basement. It ;•re- •
r
FfiA and the system's sponsors ssure - treated wood foteideti
a
to
thee
less
in
erected
was
the opportunity to gather additional in-place cost and perfor- masonry block fouidation for s,•,ings of nearly 58 mar, tour pre
mance data.
The emovative A11-Weather house.
Development of the ::ev, F Wood Foundation System was de'er
was spurred
tern
veloped to overcome delays in
foundation starts and completions and Canadian home La.:,
i•
in cold and rainy weather. The arch for a reliabl.
:system's first use— in three method of buildiu.
houses that were the subject bons during old, ,t n:. L. _a
of a series of industrial en- weather or when Co..oun
gineering studies — not only de- wet or frozen. Stu:i;.
monstrated substantial savings showed a si...Tnifi,.;it
T-.L•
,t,!:.
in costs and erection time when for the treated wood
the sae' 1,• - •• too !'. •
compared with conventional mas- combatinc seasorialit-r
10.---;oarY COILt- onry block foundations but showed The Bei wood foundation al ,0 mis
the builder
the system performed efficiently all the ingredients souc'.1
foun.i-all-wood
the
Urlkin•
and
Houshig
of
Partrnent
In wet ground and hurricane-inoutset the e--• the
at
Irreak"C'eration
Development
dueed rains.
housin-: pro:rams1 treated-wood sy,ete.
The industrial engineering stu. through"
ddy ground cendee
at findim.
aimed
are
which
dy and an earlier feasibility study :
When the house ••
money}
and
time
were conducted by the NAHB ; ways to save
ted,• they were ui
110Me=;•
Research Foundation, Inc., Rockraii
vile, Md., under contracts from 1 The wood foundation uses pre.I cane Lamille
lied a record 12 es•4 .
for
members
wood
treated
ssure
joint industry-government spon24-hour period.
sors — American Wood Pre:ser.! all below-grade installations. The
caused damage
vers institute, the Division of system also uses a unique dramarea.
'r
Forest Economics and Market. • age system developed by the Nat- the
1 said that man:. t.
leg Research of the Forest Ser. ional Association of Home Buildflooded, but "e
S. Department of Ag. ers which provides a positive!
vice,
tioft L'a-seineLt •
1
eliminthat
drainage
of
method
Forriculture, and the National

Center Cut __ lb. ele —

• •

WETPsiESIIA V —

Mr. a

Seen&H
Aroun(
Murral
Now tenets the saga
Todd Yates Miller,
found a five dollar b
all in one piece.

Seems that Eddie
mowing the yard of
entre Mr. and Mrs.
Miller, Sr. and Eddis
the lawn mower ove
dollar bill lying ths
grass and reduces it

Todd goes out and
piece and his brother
and helps him, end t
the time they got thr
had most of a five
all but one little cor

SLICEL

TENDER-SLICED

BEEF LIVER

Sale Begins Thursday Morning

45-L PORK

Be first to get in on the biggest savings ever offered.
MARY KITCHEN
S0
.
1
1.110
.
;cnir#

ROAST BEEF

is oz. 49°

HASH

ALL SALES FINAL.

ARGO

LB

ar-.14:
zris
IlLejKitclow

t

Our store is jam packed full of living room suites,
bearoom suites, dining room suites, floor covering, box
springs and mattresses, Hot Point appliances.

NASH I
BUSH

aa

303 9 rir
cans

'
INACH

PRIDE
1011.11

(Continued on

We've marked everything down!!
It must be sold before market

PRIDE OF ILL.
1)13
cans

CORN _ _ _ _

al.

.

Secaere
BULK

You won't believe your eyes when you see the prices!
The Sale will last. ..

PF

CANNING SALT _ - -

J

ONLY 5 DAYS

JOHNSON'S NEW

FUTURE
FLOOR POLISH_ __59c
14 07.

or to the end of this month . . . so be the first to
get to . . .

•

GLORY
SPOT HUGER

SC:
• ''/'

89

COU PO 1 o—

/j"

Dishwashing (

\

DRIVE

DRIVF•
99

A

SWANN'S

MARKET

'

1,

Sing Deodorant Soap kiimth size; a
Flavor-Itist Crackers 0 4

ON THURSDAY MORNING
S

EN-At

Liquid

49i
Rodeen'arn
only at

WIGGINS FURNITURE
.11

IN•
--i1C01 1'f

e'r

Todd Yates MI
. . . and his five de

4 Miles North of Murray on Benton Road
1
2/
Open 8:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
Phone 753-4566

HURRY - HURRY • HURRY
We Will Not Repeat This Sale

FAPap

Pasp

State Boa
Approves

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The State Board of
Wednesday approver
182,046 budget for I
The figure was nes
lion more than the $
appropriated in Gov
Nunn's executive b
approved by the 19'
Assembly.

A finance spokesms
Department of Edu
plained that the hig
approved by the boar
revenue that was us
the time the depart"
its budget requeRts tc
lature and th -10-gove
The depart&.ent es
will spend Selia,079,8
1071, or $102,111Q lea
total budget approve
day. The difference v
a "protective eushio
event of overspendir
of the sections wale
partment.

The general ada
budget, that is, the
the office of State I
dent of Public Instru
dell P. Butler, am
$796,410 or nearly *
'Ilan appropriated in
tive budget.
Lamest Am*

The largest budget
proved by the boarsection of the depar
the $27,213,313 for
education. The 'over/
commended $29.648,2
cations' education, an
get approved was I

